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Young Wild West and "Innocent lkett
OR, TRAPPING A TRICKY RUSTLER
Bv AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-"You 're Welcome at t he Big W."
"Hello, strangers. Yer ain't seen any one goin'
this way with half a <lozen calves, have yer?"
The speaker was a rawboned, lanky man of
forty. He was mo:mted upon a buckskin broncho
and had all the appearance of being used to a
cattle range. Hi s remarks were addressd to
Young Wild West, the Champion Deads hot and
well-known Boy Hero of the West, and his
friend s, who were riding over a cattle range in
southern Texas. They had seen the horseman
approaching and had slowed down a little to give
him a chance to come up.
"vVe haven't seen any one, my friend, " Young
Wild West answered, as he looked the stranger
over with a critical eye. "What is the trouble?
Has some one been getting away with some of
your stock ? "
"That's just it. There's rustlers workin' around
these parts, an' it's every once in a ,while that'
we miss some of our calves. I'm th foreman
of the Big W Ranch. an' I've got mv hands full
with these here rustlers."
"You're the foreman, you say?"
"Yes, that's right, young feller. But say, since
you ain't seen nothin' of any one sneakin' around
with any calves, I s'p..ose there ain't much use
in me goin' any further · in this direction. You
fo lks don't belong around here, <lo ·yer? "
"Well, I suppose we do, since I happen t o own
Buckhorn Ranch, which isn't more than a hundred miles from here."
"You own Buckhorn Ranch? " and the range
foreman looked at the boy in surprise. " Wh y, I
thought there was a feller named Hoss T hompson
what was runnin' things down there."
"That's true enough. Hoss Thompson is in full
charge of Buckhorn Ranch. But I happen to be
the owner."
"Don't look as t hough you're twenty-one yet.
I don't see how you could own an y land ." •
"That's all right, my friend. I am not quite
twenty-one yet, but I own the land, just the
same. This man here is my guardian in that
. respect, and the deed is in his name, so it may be
turned over to me when I become of age. "
"Yes, I see," and t11e horseman gave a nod and
looked as though the explanation was all that
was necessary. "Of course, I ain't s'posed to
know a whole lot about what's goin' on near me.
I've only worked on the Big W about four months.

Mv name is Ike Janders. Some folks calls me
Innocent Ike, 'cause they say I look kinder innocent. I can't help it, strangers. If I look innocent it ain't my fault. I s'pose I Vl_'as born that
way. But I want ter tell you that I'm -jest as
innocent as I look, too, though I'm always doin'
my best to look out for the interest ' of them
as hire me ter work for 'em."
There was a ripple of merriment as the man
finished speakinJ!:, for surely his face was one
of the blank sort that is sometimes found, and
had what is called an expression of innocence.
He appeared to be very ignorant, too, yet there
was a certain twinkle in his eyes as he spoke
that suggested something in the way of craftiness, after all. However, since he had called
himself Innocent Ike, those in the party were
·satisfied to let it .e:o that way, for there was not
one of them, even to the two Chinamen, who had
not formed an opinion in regard to the man who
had halted and asked if they had seen any one
·
.e:oin.e: that way with half a dozen calves.
"Well, Mr. Janders," said Youn.e: Wild West,
in the cool and easy way that had helped make
him famous, "I am sorry we can't give you any
information about the calves thirt are missing.
If we should happen to come across any rustlers
we will be pretty certain to know them, and you
can bet all you're worth that we will corral them
for you. That's somethin.e: in our line of business, you know."
"Somethin' in your line of business, eh?" and
Innocent Ike turned his flat face and inquiring
eyes toward the speaker, for he had been looking
at the .e:irls of the party before that.
"Yes. I suppose you have heard something of
Young- Wild West and his partners, haven't you?"
"Yes, yes," and the foreman leaned over his
horse's neck as thoug-h he was afraid he might
not catch all that was said. "But," he added, as
he leaned back again, "you don't mean to tell me
that you're Young Wild West, the Champion
Deadshot of the West, do yer ?"
"I am not goinJ!: to say anythinJ!: about the
Champion Deadshot business, or anythinJ!: else,
but my name is Young Wild West. Some people
don't seem to like the name, but I can't help it,
for I wasn't the one who, selected it. It happened that when I was somewhere around two
years of age a band of Sioux attacked the cabin
I was living: in •with my parents. They killed
my father and mother and little sister, as near as
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I can understand, and burned the cabin. I don't
remember just how it was, but I was found a
little later in a clump of bushes by a party of
hunters, and when there was only ashes left to
mark the place where I was born. It happened
that one of the hunters bore the name of West,
and he adopted me and named me right then
and there Young Wild West.
"As far as the name goes, I am proud of it,
thouirh I have often felt as though I would like
to know hiy real name. But it is not worrying
me, Mr. Jan_ders. I am satisfied to go through
the world as I am, and you can bet that I am
going through in the right shape, too. I never
mean to see a wrong done to anybody if I can
possibly prevent it, and I am always ready lo
put down anything that is an injury to the
innocent. As ·far as being the Champion Deac!shot is concerned, I don't make that claim myself, but I will say that I am always ready to
defend the title, no matter whether it is in Texas
or Idaho. I am pretty well acquainted with both
places, you see, and I have been all around between them, too."
"Gracious!" exclaimed the range boss, shaking
his head and showing genuine surprise. "It don't
bardly seem possible when you're nothin' but a
boy yet."
"Well, I start~d in early, I suppose. That
might have a little to do with it. Let me make
you acqaainted with my two partners, Cheyenne
Charlie, the well-known scout, and Jim Dart, who
is just as smart a boy as ever was born in
Wyoming."
"Glad to meet 'em, I'm sure."
.
Then Cheyenne Charlie rode forward, brushing
back his long hair with one hand and twisting
the ends of his mustache, a habit he had formed
whenever he was brought into prominence through
a conversation.
"Awful glad to make your acquaintance, Innocent ,Ike," he said, bluntly, as he put out his
hand and gave a hearty shake."
Jim Dart came up a little slower, but Innocent
Ike gripped his hand just as heartily.
"I reckon I'm acquainted with Y'oung Wild West
and his two pards now," he said, nodding and
looking real pleased. "But how about the ladies
in the party? I ain't been introduced to them
yet."
"We'll soon attend to that, Mr. Janders," the
young deadshot said, in his cool and easy way.
"Come over here, girls, I want to make you acquainted with Innocent Ike, the foreman of the
Big W Ranch."
Right here we may as well mention that the
three girls, as they were always called, even
thotIJfh one of them was a married woman, were
Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired sweetheart of
Young Wild West; Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's
sweetheart, and Anna, the wife of Cheyenne
Charlie. The three rode their horses to the spot
and bowed as the young deadshot called them
by name.
"Mighty putty gals you ]1ave got with you,
Young Wild West," Innocent Ike said, and his
ftat face .and sneaky eyes showed up with more
force than ever. "I s'pose you're goin' on down
to Buckhorn Ranch ? "
"Yes, we're on our way there, that's right."
"It ain't likelv you'll reach it in a couple of

days yet. Why don't you stop over at the Big W
to-night? It's past four in the afternoon, an' I
don't know as you kin do any better unless you
want ter camp out somewhere. I see vou have
got an outfit, though, an' two Chinamen ter help
do the work."
'
"Yes, we've got a good enough outfit, and
plenty of help, •for that matter. But I reckon
we would just as lief stop- -at a ranch to-night.
How far is the Big W from here?"
.
"You're right on the range now, an' it happens
that jest the other side of that high ridge is the
ranch-house an' the other buildin's. It ain't mor'!
than a mile an' a half from here, an' all you have
got ter do is ter ride down to the left an' come
through the gully, an' as soon as you git to the
other side you'll see everything right afore you.
You kin tell 'em that Innocent Ike recommended
for you to come over. You'll find the boss to be a
putty good sort of feller. He's got his wife there
an' a couple of daughters, an' most likely they'll
be mighty pleased ter see the gals, too."
"Thank you for your information, Mr. Janders.
But what is the name of the boss of the ranch?"
!'The boss in charge what's Jt"Ot his wife an'
two daughters there is Bill Hepburn.' vest tell
him that Innocent Ike sent you over."
"AU right; thank you. I hope you will find
the stolen calves all right, and that you will catch
the rustlers."
Then Young Wild West and his friends turned
and rode in the direction the ranch foreman had
pointed out. They were certainly a picturesquelooking party, since our hero wore his long, light
hair hanging over his shoulders, while Cheyenne
Charlie did the same, only his was of a deep
black.
They rode along at a canter and soon struck
the gully. A cattle trail ran right th.rough it,
but the way being clear they were not long in
reaching the other end, which lav a little higher
up. Once there they quickly saw that Innocent
Ike had told it exactly as it was, for less than
a mile away a well-kept house and out-buildings
could be seen, with a big corral lying about half
a mile to the left. Bunches of cattle could be
seen scattered out as far as the eye could reach,
and, on the whole, it looked as though the ranch
might be a prosperous one.
They were not lon_g in reaching the ranchhouse, and as they rode up tg it a middle-ae:ed
woman and two young girls came out upon the
porch and waved them a welcome. But there
was nothin(!' strange in this, for people livin~
on Texas cattle ranches are always overjoyed to
find visitors approaching. Young Wild West and
his friends had never heard of the Big W Ranch
before, but they judged that it had been renamed, for they had known of a rather small
ranch bein_g located in that part of the country
under a different name. Anyhow, they had not
been down that way in over a year, though, of
course, they had visited Buckhorn Ranch. But
they usually came there from the west, and this
time they had _g-one around and were heading
more to the southwest. No men could be seen
at all around the house, but the females were
eagerly awaiting the visitors to come up. When
thev finally reached there the eld~rly woman called out:
"Strangers, you are just in time for a birthday
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celebratiol). to-mqrrow. I don't know who you
are, .but you're welcome. Anybody is always welcome at the . Big W Ranch."
There was no doubt but that the woman spoke
sincerely, and as Young- Wild West dismounted
and then assisted his sweetheart to the ground,
she ran forward and gave Arietta a kiss. Then
the two g-irls, who were ~r daug-hters, did the
same, and it was not long- before all the girls
had been kissed.
"ls Mr. Hepburn at home?" Wi!cl tRked, when
he found an opportunity to address the woman
of the house.
"No, he ain't, but I expect him here at any
But that don't make no difference.
minute.
You're g-oin' to stop here. I know that's what
you come here for. You want to stop here for
. the night, anyl'tow. But I want you to stay
for a day or two. We're g-oin' to have a bigbirthday celebration to-morrow. It's my husband's birthday, an' invitations have been sent
out to have all the cowboys an' ranchmen here
that we kin g-it. We have g-ot nlenty to eat an'
drink, an' it's g-oin' to be one of the biggest times
that was ever held in TeX2s. We ain't been on
this ranch verv long- an' it will be the first bigtime we've had. I don't know who you are vet,
but I can see that you're all right, an' you're
welcome at the Big W."
The man called Innocent Ike Rat in the Ra(\dle
and watched Young Wild West and his friends
as they rode away, a peculiar smile on his face.
"A putty smart kid, They're all smart what's
with him, I reckon," he said. speaking- half aloud.
"I wonder if they've g-ot much money with 'em?
I'm sich an innocent g-aloot that I oughter be
able ter g-it hold crf it if they have. There ain't
nothin' like makin' a little money on the outside. Rustlin' is dangerous business, especially
when you're handlin' the Job of the foreman qf a
cattle range. Still, I'm managin' to work both
edges of it putty well. But I know it ca11't last
forever, that's sartin, so here comes a chance to
add a little to my pile in a hurry. There's goin'
to be a birthday celebration at the ranch tomorrow, an' most likely there'll be quite a lot
here. Everybody .what gits an invitation for
miles around will come, 'cause Bill Hepburn is
mig-hty well known. Most likely ·Young- Wild
West an' the rest of 'em will stop over an' enjoy
the celebration. I'll have to take a sneak through
the house some time to-morrow, an' if I don't git
hold of a few thousands, my name ain't Innocent
Ike. Now, then, I'll g-o an' see how Tony an'
Mack are makin' out with them calves."
He shot another g-lance at the receding forms
of our friends, and then turned to the left and
rode swiftly away over the range. Ascending
a ridge he came to a halt at the top of it and
then gave a nod of satisfaction as he saw two
men riding along slowly through a gully half , a
mile distant, driving before them half a dozen
calves that may have been about six months old.
"I'll have to put on my longest face when J
make a report to the boss to-night," he said, with
a chuckle. "I'm Innocent Ike, all right, an' it
does beat anything how I kin fool 'em all. Them
calves is goin' not more than , ten miles from
here. where there's a lot more corraled, an' the
best part of it is every one of them has not
been bought. In about a year from now I reckon
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me an' Tony an' Mack will have a big pile of
money. But I'm thinkin' of tryin" ter git rid of
the calves an' cattle we've got afore that time.
There ain't no tellin' what might happen, an'
the quicker we do it the better it will be. Well,
I'll let 'em go on, for I'm satisfied them people
didn't see nothin' of 'em. I thought maybe they
had at first, but I could tell by the way· they
talked that they hadn't seen 'em. I'll take a
ride down to the horse corral now an' see how
things is goin' on there. The boys is out watchin' the cattle all along the line, an' everything
is g·oin' right."
The rascally foreman shot another glance at
the stolen calves and the two who were driving
them, and then he turned and rode back down the
ridge and was soon riding along in the direction
Young- Wild West had taken a short time before.
:i\.s our friends had reached the gully before this,
they were out of sight, and by the time Ike got
there were at the house. He saw them, but did
not seem to be _greatly intereRted, and rode- on
until he came to the corral he had spoken of.
The shanty that was built in one corner of the
big- inclosure was not occupied just then, and as
he rode up he found the door open. It was here
that some of the cowboys usually stayed when
they were _getting ready to do any branding,
and the iron and other appliances for that purpose were kept there.
"Reckon I'll have a smoke and take it easy for
a while," the villain said, as he dismounted and
took a seat in the open doorway.

CHAPTER IL-Innocent Ike Makes Another
Report.
Young Wild West and his friends were not long
in letting Mrs. Hepburn and her daughters know
who they were. The girls declared that they had
heard of them before, and were delighted, while
the mother merely nodded and said:
"It's all right, anyhow. We've got distinguished
visitors this time, and I know my husband 'will
feel mighty proud. As I said before, we're expectin' him every minute to come home. Now if
you girls will come right inside I'll try an' m~ke
you feel home-like in no time. You," nodding to
our hero and his partners, "kin go and put your
horses away. Help yourself to anything you
need. I see you have got quite an outfit with you.
You'll find room for the stuff in the barn, down
.
.
there."
"Thank you," the young deadshot answered. "I
reckon we'll do as you say, Mrs. Hepburn."
Then they turned to the horses, and with the
two Chinamen went down to the barn. There
was a small corral there with some other horses
in it, so they _did not hesitate to turn in their own,
and when this was done they left the two Chinamen to stow away their outfit and supplies and
returned to the house. The ranchman's wife was
waiting for them, and she promptly showed them
where they might wash up. The girls had already
done this, and were talking away at a great rate
with the two daughters. When the young deadshot a_nd hi~ par~ners had cleaned themselves up
to their -satisfact1qn they entered the sitting-room
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of the r anch-house and then for the first time they
learned the names of Hepburn's daughters. They
were Agnes and Jane, and both ~ere _rat~er goodlooking. Certainly they were qmte v1v:ac10us, and
were not at a loss for words. But Arietta, Anna
and EloiSEl knew how to talk. pretty well, and between · the five of them there was not much of a
chance for an outsider to put in a word.
Charlie sat there for a while, and then becoming tired of it he arose and excused himself, ~aying that he was going to see how the t wo Chmamen were ma king out. He went t o the bunkhouse, and saw Hop enter taining the cowboys
with some of hi s tricks. Pretty soon Innocent Ike
left the bunkhouse, saying he was going to see if
the boss was ba ck.
Charlie follo wed him out of the bunk-house, and
Hop came un after them. They all saw a horseman r iding leisu r ely toward the r anch, and when
the for eman said it was Bill Hepburn, Chm·lie
gave a nod of satisfaction. Straight to the corral
the horseman came, and as he rode up his foreman, Charlie and Hop were there to meet him.
He looked inquiringly at the latter two, and then
addressing .the foreman, said :
"Well, Ike, we've got visitors, eh?"
'' Yes. Young Wild West is here."
"Gr eat catamounts! you don' t mean it! How
about it, anyhow?" and B ill Hepburn turned to
Charlie and put out his hand.
"My name is Cheyenne Charlie,'' the scout retorted, "an' I'm mighty proud to be called one of
Young Wild West's partners. Wild an' Jim Dart
is in the house. Ou1· gals is there, too, an' they're
havin' a mighty good time with your wife an'
daughters."
"Did yer hear about the birthday party to-morrow?!'
"Yes, we sartinly did."
"That's what made you come over here, then,
.
eh?"
"No, we didn't hear about it till we got here.
- Your wife told us."
"Well, you jest struck around , this way by accident. Goin' on down to the Rio Grande, I suppose?"
"Yes, that's right. We're h eadin' for Buckhorn
Ranch."
"Of course, I might know that. I never heard
till the other day that Buckhorn didn 't belong to
Hoss TJ-\ompson. Some one told me it was Young
Wild West's 1·anch, an' that Hoss was jest run·
nin' things for him."
"That 's dead r ight," Charlie declared. "It's a
mighty fine ranch we've got down there, but none
of us cares so much about the money that's made
there, but w:e like to have a place ter go to an'
take a little r est once in a while. It lays right
along the river, an' it sartinly is a putty s pot.
The grass is putty good down there, too, an' the
long horns seem to git fat on it. But you ha ve
got a putty fin e place here. In a little hard luck,
though, I hear."
"Hard luck! What do yer mean by that?" and
Hepburn looked at him keenly.
"Well, your innocent f01·eman here tells us that
you keep losin' calves every once in a while. "
"Six more gone to-day, boss," Innocent Ike
spoke up, as though he felt delighted to be able to

tell it.

"Well, Ike, I reckon you had better go an' notify
s9me of the boys about this and start after them
calves . I s'pose it ain't no regular gang what's
doin' the work. It's some sneak who mana ges t er
git around when no one sees him. It ain't likely
there's many of 'em, that's sure."
"It ain't likely, or we would have seen 'em afore
this, boss," and Innocent Ike, a s though very glad
to get away, turned to the corral to get his horse.
"A putty 300d man, that," Bill Hepburn said to
Charlie, a s he watcheq him going for his horse
in the cor ral. "Looks like a fool,-an' he's innocent
as a piece of cheese. But he sartinly kin do hi s
work well."
" He sartinly looks to be blamed innocent, " the
scout answered. "But there's somethin' to be seen
in his eyes now an' then that makes me thrn ·, .ie s
a whole lot smarter than he makes out to be."
"Yes, that's ri,,.ht. Do yer kno w, I've not ;c ~rt
that same thing. Still I wouldn't doubt Ike's
honesty for a minute."
"Maybe yer wouldn't, an' there ain't no u se in
me sayin' that I would, 'cause I ain't knowed him
long enough ter git good an' acquainted with him.
But if there's anything in that flash his eyes
shoots out now an' then, he's a tricky feller."
"Well, maybe you are right. But come on to
the house."
The two then promptly started for the house.
Hop following. Just as they reached it CharLe
looked around and saw innocent Ike coming out
of the corral with his horse. He had put t he
ranchman's inside as he went to get his own, and
now he was no doubt going to find .some ,0f the
cowboys to report the latest piece of rustling.
Mrs. Hepburn ran out of the door and faii'ly
danced with delight ,when she saw her husband.
"Oh1 Bill!" she said, "just think who we have
got here as visitors! An' they've come jest in time f01· the big birthday celebration to-morrow,
too. It's Young Wild West an' all his friend s,
even to the two Chinamen. You know we've
talked a lot about them lately."
" Yes, we've been talkin' a whole lot about 'em
since I heard that Young Wild West owned Buckhorn Ranch, somethin' like a hundred miles below
here. It's a pleasure to have 'em here, an' that's
sal'tin. How are yer, Young Wild West?" and he
ext,mded his brawny hand to th e young deadshot,
who was waiting, smilingly, to greet him.
"I'm pretty well, Mr. Hepbu r n," the boy answered, in his cool and easy way. "I am very
glad tha t we happened to come around this way,
for I don't think we could have stopped at a fin er
place, or met finer p eople than what we have
don e rig ht h ere."
" H ear that, old woman?" H epburn called out
a s h e gra bbed his wife by the shoulder. "That';
a mighty big compliment. Yourig Wild West says
he don't know a s he could find better people or a
better place anywhere else than right here. Don 't
that sound fine?"
"Sartin it does," s he answered, "an' I'll bet he
-means it, too."
"I certainly do mean it, madam," the young
deadshot declared. "I nevel' say anything I don't
mean, especially in that line. We are going to
accept your invitation to remain here to-morrow
and enjoy the birthday celeb1·ation with you, and
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we will do our best to make it pleasant for every
one who happens to be here. There will be lots
going on, and we will take part in the games, too."
"That's jest what we want," the ranchman declared. ".There'll be shootin'-matches, runnin'
races broncho bustin', cattle ropin', an' a little of
every'thing. Afore darlt I expect two big wagons
in that's loaded with stuff to eat an' drink. The
boys has got to have somethin' to drink, yer know,
an' everybody wants ter eat, of course."
Then he went out and had a good wash, after
which he returned and began asking our friends
all sorts of questions. Meanwhile, preparations
were being made for the supper, and by the time
the ranchman's questions had been answered satisfactorily the meal was ready. It is needless to
say that our friends were ready to eat it, for as
they were continually in the open air their appetites kept in good shape. They all ate in
hearty fashion, and just as supper was over Innocent Ike came riding up to the house with two
cowboys.
"Hello, boss !" he called out. Got a little news
for yer."
"About the calves what's missin'?" Hepburn
asked, as he hastened outside.
· "No; about two steers which has jest been
found to be missin'."
The fellow acted a::; though he was very much
dejected and really meant what he said, and the
result was that a burst of laughter went up.
"Ladies,· this is Innocent Ike," Hepburn said.
when he had recovered from his mirth. "You
mustn't mind what he says. He'll begin ter
worry about bein' stole himself, 'cause there's so
much rustlin' bein' done on the range. But I
reckon he'll manage ter live through it, though."
'·Yes, he'll live through it all right until his
time comes," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, significantly.
At this the two cowboys looked at him sharply
and then turned to their boss.
"Well, what about th couple of steers what's
missin', boys?" the ranchman asked.
"They was taken from a bunch of about a
hundred some time between nine and twelve this
mornin'," was the reply. "We know that, 'cause
we had 'em all counted, an' was drivin' 'em over
to a fresh bunch of grass. They¼le the ones you
wanted ter git good an fat, you know."
"Yes," and the ranchman shrugged his shoulders, "and some smart rustler wanted a couple
of good fat ones himself, did he? Well, I'll tell
you, boys, things is gittin' putty desperate. I
reckon there's got ter be somethin' done."
'' That's what I say," Innocent Ike spoke up.
"But what are we goin' ter do, boss? That's
what I want ter know. If you'll tell me, I'll do
it right away."
"I'll tell yer, Ike. I'm gittin' sick an' tired of
hearin' you report about cattle an' calves . bein'
missin . You have asked me what I want you
ter do, so I'll tell yer. You strike right out an'
find out who's doin' this rustHn', an' let me know
by to-morrow mornin'. If you do that I'll make
you a handsome present."
"All 1·ight, Boss Hepburn," anci the fellow appeared to be delighted. "I'll start out right away,
jest as soon as I eat my supper at the bunkhouse. Maybe I'll be lucky enough ter find 'em,
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an' then you're goin' ter make me a nice present.
Hooray!"
He had not dismounted, and without another
word he turned his horse and went galloping
toward the bunk-house.

CHAPTER III.-Wild Learns Who the Rustlers
Are.
·wild now engaged the two cowboys in conversation. After the cowboys went away our hero
joined the folks on the porch, and nodding to
the ranch man said:
"Well, Mr. Hepburn, maybe we will be able to
help you find who the rustlers are, and get back
some of youx stolen calves and cattle. I am going
to have a talk with the two cowboys after supper, and I think if they will do what I say they
will soon discover who the thieves are."
"ls that so, Young Wild West?" and the ranchman looked pleased. "If you kin only do that I'll
be an awful lot obliged to yer. This is g-ittin' to
be mighty tough work ter lose so many of the
stock."
"I should -think so. Well, now ·you just leave
it to me and don't ask me any questions, for I
won't tell you what I have in mind until after
I have thought it over a little further."
But a few minutes later Wild got the chance
and he told Charlie and Jim that the two cowboys
had slight suspicions concerning the foreman.
"That makes it plain, then," Jim declared.
"Innocent Ike isn't as innocent ·a s he looks. We'll
have to unmask him and show him up, I reckon."
"That's it!" the scout exclaimed. ''There's all
kinds of rascal.;; in this here world, but a sneakin'
one with a faci; on him what has got no more ter
it than a checker-board is-the worst kind. Innocent Ike, eh? \Veil, he's got an innocent face, but
blamed if his eyes are innocent, when you come
ter look ~t 'em right smart."
"A little later Wild strolled over to the bunkhouse. The two cowboys were alone there, for
none of the rest had come in from the range as
yet. They were smoking and lounging in their
comparatively comfortable quarters, and when
the young dead!,hot entered both sprang to their
feet and greeted him warmly.
"We've -been talkin' about you ever since we
left yer, Young Wild West," the one called Loping Harry declared. "We was allowin' that maybe you would show us somethin' of your fancy
shootin' to-morrow. There's goin' to be a big
time, as you must know."
"Oh, yes! I've heard all about that, boys.
Well, probably I'll do a little fancy shooting, if
it will amuse the crowd any."
"An' some ropin' an' buckin', too, won't yer?"
Bob spoke up, eagerly. "They say you're a mighty
good ·hand at all them things."
"I've taken part in a little of ev- 1rything that
belongs to the West, I suppose, and if it became
necessary I'll certainly tackle a bucking- broncho
to-morrow. But what I came over for, boys, is
something else, as you know . . I want to talk
it over with you about your foreman and the
mysterious rustling that's been going on."
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"That's it," declared Bob. "We've been talkin'
about that, too."
.
"Well, there's no use of accusing any one
wrongfully, so I simply want to ask you 1f you
have noticed if Innocent Ike has any particular
favorites among the cowboys."
"He sartinly has got two what he seems to
think a whole lot. more of than any of the Test
of us."
"Ah! That's coming right to the point. Now,
then, who are the two that he seems to favor
more than the rest?"
•
"One is Gabby Jake, an' the other is Muldoon,"
Loping Harry answered, quickly.
'·Gabby Jake and Muldoon, eh? What ort of
men are they?"
"Oh, they seem to be all right. About the same
as any one else in this here business."
"But the foreman seems to like them a ~vhole
lot?"
"Yes, an' they like him putty well, too." .
"Well then, boys, I may be mistaken, but it
seems to me if you were to watch these two fellows a little you might find out something about
the rustling."
"That's what I was thinkin' of since I've been
talkin' to yer," Loping Harry declared.
"Now, suppose you start in to watching them
closely. Follow them up every time you see them
have a conversation with the foreman. There is
no need of trying to follow Innocent Ike, though,
for he is cute enough to keep out of trouble in
that way, I think."
"Bob, s'pose we take a ride out right now? We
kriow putty well that Gabby Jake an' Muldoon
was s'posed ter go off to-night. They was goin'
ter ride over to town ter fix up ror the celebration to-morrow. Why can't we go over that way,
too?"
"I'm willing," was the reply.
"All right, then. We'll foller 'em up, an' if
anything does happen -ter go wrong we won't be
long in reportin' to Young Wild West. He's the
boss in this here case now, an' we must remember
it."
"Sartin. We'll git our nags an' go right away."
Wild was perfectly satisfied with this arrangement. If the two men under suspicion had
planned to ride over to the town it might be that
they would take the opportunity to run away
some more of the cattle, for it seemed that they
were doing it right along, and that the owner
of the ranch could not keep head nor tail of what
was going on.
But this was all due to Innocent Ike, the foreman he had placed so much confidence in. Wild
waited until he saw the two cowboys mount their
horses and ride off, and then he returned to the
house. He told Charlie and Jim what he had
done, and they both thought that it was a wise
plan.
"It's too bad," our hero said, "that such a good
fellow as Bill Hepburn seems to be should keep
losing his cattle, and just because he places so
much confidence in a tricky scoundrel who has
such an innocent look. I reckon we may be able
to shl,l.ighten out things for him before we leave
here. I am willing to stay a day or two longer
to do it, too."
"An' vou kin bet I am," declared the ~cout.

"Me, too," came the reply from Jim.
It was a ve1·y pleasant evening that was spent
at the ranchhouse. Along about nine o'clock a
couple of the neighboring families drove over, so
they might be on hand to a ssist with the preparations for the morrow. There were girls among
them, of course, und this simply swelled the crowd
and made the laughter and talking all the more.
Wild and his partners we1·e always· pleased
when they saw that the gil'ls were enjoying themselves. It was a fitting change for them, anyhow, though they were never better satisfied than
when camping somewhere in the wilds or riding
ov
the mountains or plains looking for excite
me
and adventure. It was rather late when
they sought repose that night, but Wild was up
as early as usual. He was one of the first to
leave the house, and as he went out and lookeu
toward the east where the red tinge showed that
the sun would soon appear, the two cowboys he
hed_talked with the night before came riding up.
"Just the feller we want to see," Loping Harry
exclaimed. "We didn't know as you would be ~P
yet. If we hadn't seen you right away I s'pose
we would have gone an' done somethin' that
wouldn't be exactly right. But we've found out
who the rustlers are."
"ls that so?" our hero asked, in surprise. "You
followed the two men you were talking of, then
last night?"
·
"We didn't foller 'em exactly, but \\;e come on
'em accidentally. They was runnin' off threa
more of the fat steers, too."
"\,Vell, you didn't stop them, did you?"
' "No, but we come mighty near doin' it. w~
thought it better ter let 'em g-o on an' fotler 'em
so we could see where they took 'em."
"That's where you did a wise thing. Loping
Harry, you are a p1·etty smart fellow, and you
are, too, Bob."
This seemed to please the two men greatly.
"I told you sol" Bob exclaimed. "You was for
ropin' 'em an' fetchin' e'm in prisoners. But I
said Young Wild West wouldn't want it that way.
It would be better ter foller 'em up an' see what
they done with the cattle. But blamed if I wasn't
surprised to think that Gabby Jake an' Muldoon
would do sich a thing as that. I'm dead sa1 tin
now that Innocent Ike is at the bottom of the
whole thing."
"Boys, you haven't told any one anything about
this, have you?" Wild asked, as he looked at them
sharply.
"Not a soul."
"AIJ right; fton't. How far away did they .take
the stolen cattle?"
"That's the funniest part of it. They·only t o·.k
'em three or four miles away from here. \Yh y,
they're at a little ranch down here, which is run
by a sleepy-lookin' Mexican."
"I see. Another innocent fellow, I suppose."
"Yes, that's what everybody took the greaser
to be. He ain't got no cattle to speak of, but he
raises a few ho:u;es an' has· got a few sheep an'
plants a lot of stuff, 'cau e he's got , the biggest
part of his property wired in. But no one would
ever think that he would take stolen cattle."
''Well, strange thing~ hap11en," the young dead•
shot ~aid, with a ,:-·'l . '':'fow, then, vou iust
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keep this to yoursel~es. I suppose you are pretty
CHAPTER IV.-Wild and Arietta Find the
well tired out. Been out all night, haven't you?"
"Oh, no. We got up a little afore daylight this
Stolen Stock.
mornin' ag'in an' rode out to make sui-e about
this here thing. We know jest where the cattle
S&tisfied that he had things working just abor.t
are, an' there's about forty calves in one pen that right, Young Wild West resolved to set a trap
looks very much as though they might belong to fol' Innocent Ike. He knew he could depend upon
Boss Hepburn."
the two cowboys who had located the spot where
"Well, I'm glad to hear that. l reckon we'll the stolen stock was corraled, but he could not
look over things a little before dinner. The cele- thinli of just the thing to do to make a trap at
bration won't get fairly under way until after- that moment. After talking it over with Cheynoon, and we can have things fixed up nicely be- enne Charlie and Jim Dart, he decided to wait
fore that time, I think. I want you two men to until something developed, and then fix thi>1gs so
help me, but don't you say a word to any one the tricky rustler might be caught red-handed, so
else, no matter who it may be. Not even the boss to speak.
now, mmd you."
"Boys," he said to his partners, "I reckon I'll
They both gave him their word that they would take Arietta a nd go out for a ride. We'll go
not, and went back to the bunk-house to get their over in the direction of the place those two fellows
breakfast. More of the cowboys had come back told me about this morning. Nearly all the calves
are branded with the Big W mark, so it won't
during the night, and when Wild strolled over take us long to get conclusive proof that they are
that way he found them there, most of them talk- there. We can do it in a way that will cause no
ing and making preparations for the big jollifica- suspicion by _the Mexican who runs the little
tion that was to be held at the ranch that day. ranch."
•
While the young deadshot was getting acquainted
"Ain't thinkin' you might git in trouble over
with them all, Hepburn came over.
there, are yer, Wild?" the scout asked, showing
"Ah!" he said, "you're makin' friends with the how eager he was to go with them.
· boys, eh, Young Wild West? Well, that's putty
"I hardly think anything like that, Charlie."
good. I reckon they'll all be askin' you to give
"All right, then. It jest struck me that it
'em some lessons in shootin' an' sich like. There might be a good idea for Jim an' meter go along
ain't a man here what hasn't either heard tell with yer. Anna an' Eloise might want a ride,
about yer or read some of your <loin's."
too." ·
"I am willing to help along the celebration,
"It would hardlv do, Charlie. There would be
Mr. Hepburn. If the b!>ys want me to show them too many of us.. Besides, it wouldn't be right for
anything I am willing to do it. But at the same all the girls to go away -this morning. I took
time I want it understood that I am willing to notice that your wife has started in to assist Mrs.
have any one show me something that I don't Hepburn and her daughter in making prepara.know. I am always glad to learn something tions for the big spread that is to be had on the
new, and it is the same way with my part- grass in front of the ranch-house this afternoon.
ners."
No, I think Et and I will go alone this time. I
"GGod-mornin', boss!" a voice called out from know she will be quite willing."
one of the bunks, and then Innocent Ike sud"Of course she will. Did she ever refuse ter
denly appeared, his face as blank-looking as that go anywhere you asked her to?" and the scout
of an owl.
"I've got another report to seemed satisfied.
make."
"I consider that Wild is exactly right in what
"Well, what's the report, Ike?" Hepburn asked, he says, Charlie," Jim Datt observed ,a moment
rather gruffly.
later. "He and Arietta can ride over that way
"Three more steers missin'."
and locRte the calves · and other stock that belongs
"Ike, you're a fool!" the ranchman exclaimed, to th e Big W Ranch."
angrily. "If ;vou can't make a better report than
Our hero waited until after breakfast was over,
that after this don't say anything to me at all. and then he spoke about what he had in his mind
I thought you was goin' out last night ter try an' to Arietta. The girl was delighted at the prosfind the rustlers."
pect of taking a ride with him, for she was never
better satisfied than when speeding over the
th
"Well, I did try ter find 'em, boss," was
e prairie at his side. He did not tell her why he
meek reply, "but all I could find out was that was going so early, until they were ready to start.
three more steers was missin'. It's too bad. I Then, looking at her with a smile, he said:
feel like settin' down an' cryin' over it, too."
"Well Et I reckon this little ride is not going
Then the fello~ actualy did si~ down _upon a to be aitog;ther for pleasure. It is a matter of
bench and burst mto a fit of weepmg. Wild took - business."
the ranchmalJ. by the arm and led him outside.
"How is that, Wild?" she asked, showing no
"Mr. Hepburn," he said, in a low 'tone of voice, little surprise.
"that fellow is wi;aring a mask, but I assure you
"We are going to look for the calves and cattle
it will be taken from him before many hours. that have been stolen from the range right along.
Don't say anything more about it, but just wait I happen to know just where they are,"
and see. You are going to celebrate your birth"What!"
,
'
day to-day, and I reckon you will have something
She was amazed now. He then related all that
else to celebrate before it is over, too. You pos- he had learned from the two cowboys, and did
JJibly may get back some of your stolen stock and not hesitate to tell her his opinion of u,n0e.E'J1t
that will be worth while, I think."
Ike.
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"\,Yell, maybe yer do. We'i-e workin' on the
"The innocent-looking rascal," Arietta declared,
her eyes flashing. "Who would ever have thought range for Hepburn, an' Innocent Ike is our boss.
he was such a deceiver? But still I suspected But what I was goin' ter say 1s that you're Young
.
that he was not exactly what he appeared to be Wild West."
"You have got that just right. And you're
right along."
"We all thought that way, for that matter, and Gabby Jake, probably."
"Thunder! You have got that jest right. Who
it seems that others have been doing the same,
though it was hard. to place him exactly. But told yer who I was?"
"No one. I just got a few of the names of the
once I had a talk with a couole of the men working here it did not take long to fix up the whole cowboys work-ing on the Big W, and, as I am a
thing. They were a little slow about getting pretty good observer, I picked you out as being
down to the bottom of it, you see, but after I Gabby Jake. I suppose Gabby comes from having
suggested that there might be some one working a lot to say."
"That's je t it. · Oh, I see now how you knowed
on the range who were favorites of Innocent Ike
it was very easy. I don't know them, of course, me. Now, then, guess who this other felJer is."
"I heard there was a man here named Muldoon.
but one is called Gabby Jake and the other Muidoon. We may run across them before we get I have an idea that this is he."
"Right ag'in. What do yer think of that,
back from our ride."
Mully?" and Gabby Jake turued and looked as
"I hope we do, Wild."
The two soon mounted and rode away, while though he was not only surprised but pleased as
those at the house stood on the porch and waved well.
"Some one has pointed us out, Gabby," was the
handkerchiefs at them. Wild had learned the
exact direction to take in order to reach the little reply.
No one
"You're mistaken there, Muldoon.
ranch that was run by an easy-g.iing Mexican.
He struck right out that way, and soon the ranch- pointed you out at all. I hear that Innocent Ike
house and buildings were lost to view as they got takes a whole lot of stock in you two men, and
that he puts more trust in you than any of the
to the other side of a ridge.
Over the cattle range they went on at an easy rest. That is why I was able to pick you out a
lope. Big bunches of cattle were to be seen graz- little easier. I can generally tell trusted men
ing in the distance, and pre ently they observed when I see them, you know, even if I am nothing
two cowboys riding along in almost the same but a boy. I hav been around a whole lot and
meet all sorts of people, and I usually remember
-direction they wei-e taking.
"I reckon we'll change our course a little, Et," what I see and hear."
"I reckon you have got ,that just right, Young
the young deadshot said. "We ought to meet
those fellows about a couple of miles further on." Wild West. But now let me do a little guessin'.
"You think maybe they are the two l'Ustlers, . Ain't the gal your sweetheart, the one they call
Arietta?"
Wild?"
"Yes, that's right."
"It struck me that they might be. It won't
"An I've heard say that she kin handle a gun
take us long to find out if we can get talking to
them that's certain. Then I will find out their about a.; well a s an ordinary man. Ii; that so?"
"Pretty nearly right, I think. You might have
.
nam~s in a hurry."
Over another ridge they went, and then they a chance to see her in action before the day is
came . in full view of the two cowboys, who had over."
'·Goin' to take part in the fun at the birthday
halted near a small gi-oup of trees close to a running brook. As the two neared them they could picnic?"
"Yes, we expect to."
readily see that there was nothing very prepos• "Oh,·I know what yer mean, then. The gal will
sessing about either of the cowboys. One of them
had a face on him that would be apt to remind · give a little exhibition."
"I think it quite likely that she will. But ay,
the close observer of a prize-fighter, while the
other appeared to be nervou and had a pair of what is there over on the other side of that little
shifty eyes that never rested upon one s pot longer timber patch? I s that part of the range? "
than a second. The toughrlooking one was in- • "Well, that's jest about- a s far a s the Big W
clined to be very pleasant it seemed, for befol'e property goes. Over on the other side there is
our hero and his sweetheart brought their horses a Mexican loc'a ted there on Government land
something like two or three years ag-o, a s I!,ye
to a halt he called out, in a cheery voice:
"Mornin','' friends! Takin' an early ride, I heal'd. He's an inoffen sive sort of feller, an' don't
raise a whole lot ·of cattle, but plants a whole
see."
· "That's right," Wild answered, with a nod. lot of . tuff an' ,;ell8 a good deal of it to the town,
"It,..s quite a big cattle range Hepbul'n has, isn't five miles away. Hi s name is Jago, an' I've always found him to be putty square. You won't
it?"
"A mighty big- one, an' he's g-ot an awful lot find much ove1· there, so there ain't no use in
of cattle, too. He's sartinly tnakin' money. But ridin' that way. If I was you an' the gal I'd
say," and the fellow shot a glance at Arietta take a ride around this way an' take a look at
and smiled in a knowing way, "I reckon I k110,~ some of the fat cattle what's feedin' over on the
fresh grass plot."
who you two are."
"Oh, you mean that bunch that three were
"Oh, do you? Well, maybe I know who you
stolen from last night?"
two are."
"Thl'ee stole last night!" and the two rascals
The man with the shifty eyes gave a violent
start at this, and after shooting a glance at hi s looked at each other.
"Yes. Haven't you heard about it?"
companion, "turned his gaze upon the ground.
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"Well, no. I know there was a couple missin'
from the bunch yister'day mornin', but I didn't
know al).y more had gone since that time."
"Innocent Ike reported it to Hepburn just before we left the ranch."
.
"It must be right, then, for Ike never makes a
mistake. He's putty smart sort of feller, too,
even if he's got a face on him like a stopped
clock. You wouldn't think there was nothin'
rur.nin' in his head at all, but jest let anything
happen an' he finds it out right away."
"Yes, that's all I've heard about him. He seems
to find out right away every time there's any
stock missing. But it seems strange that he isn't
able to find where they go to, or who the rustlers
are."
"See here, Young -Wild West," and Gabby Jake
lowered his voice and tried to be very impressive
"it sorter strikes me that there's only one or two
rustlers in this here business, an' that they belong not many miles from here. They may be
hangin' around the town an' watchin' their chance
t er come here an' sneak off a few of the cattle or
calves every now an' then."
I
"You say the town is about five miles away?"
· "\Vell, it's a little more than that from here.
It's about five miles from the g~aser's ranch."
"And how far is that from her,e ?"
"Only about two miles. Jest the other side of
t he ridge with the timber on it over there."
""What is the name of the town?"
"Red Creek is what they call it."
"And you think it possible that the fellows who
are stea ling the stock might be living around
t here, eh?"
"It s~tinly looks as though it might be possible.
There's cattlemen comin' in all the time an' buy•
in' up whatever they kin git hold of, an' it would
be easy for a couple of men ter have a place
where they could hide calves an' sich like till
the:v got a chance ter dis_pose of 'em."
'
"You have got a pretty good idea about it, I
t hink, J ake. I think we will ride over that way.
But we may as well .go on and see what the Mexican 's place looks like."
" Sar tin, go ahead. When you come back you
kin look at the bunch of fat cattle. You'll sartinly see they're as fine as any you ever set eyes
on. "
Wild and Arietta now rode on. The faces of
both wore smiles, but they took car e not to let
the two men notice it.
"Well, Et, what do you think of that?" the
young dea dshot said, when they were galloping
along a few yards away.'
"A couple of clever scoundrels, I should say,
Wild," was the reply. "I only hope tha't there
a re a lot of the calves and steers at the place
we're going to, for if they have been disposed of
it might be difficult for Mr. Hepburn to get them
back , or obtain their value in money."
"That is true enough, Et. But I reckon the
ranchman will be pretty well satisfied if he can
get a few back. Now, then, we'll go and see ii'
they are there, and we'll count them all. Leave
it to me to take care of this easy-going greaser.
I'll soon bring him to terms, and don't you for•
ge? it."
Straight toward the · timber the boy and girl
rode and, reaching it, they ascended the hill and
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once at the top they could see the Mexican's place
lying in a little vallev directly below them. It
was a pleasant little scene, too, and had an air
of peacefulness about it. Two or three small
pens were built near the house, and a couple of
long sheds were located near it.
There was nothing that could be called a barn.
Fields could be seen under cultivation, and two
or. thre darkies were at work. It was easy for
them to pick out a pen that contained quite a
number of calves, and toward these the two rode,
bringing their horses to a halt when they reached
~
./
"Well, what do you think of that, Et?" the
young deadshot said, as he pointed to the brand
on one of the calves. "There's a big W plain
enough, isn't it?"
"It certainly is, Wild. I don't understand why
no one ever thought of coming here to look for
the stolen stock."
"It's all through Innocent Ike, I suppose. He
has steered them all off the track. But, hello!
Here comes the owner of this place, I reckon."
An elderly looking Mexican was seen approaching from the house. He appeared to be grea'tly
surprised when he saw the boy and the girl surveying the stock in the pen.
"Good-n:torning, senor!" Wild called out, in his
cool and easy way. "We just came over from
the Big W Ranch. We are looking for some
calves and a few steers. I see you have the calves
here in this little corral."
The Mexican started as though he was thunderstruck.
"What you a-mean, boy?" he demanded, and
then he started almost on a run to them.
"That's what I mean," the young deadshot retorted, coolly, as he pointed to the branding-mark
on one of the calves. "Now then, senor, if you
don't wish · to get into serious trouble, you had
better open that gate and drive those calves out.
I see there are at least thirty of them here.
They all belong to Hepburn, and we came after
them. You can do as you like about 1!, but I
assure you that we will have them before the
day is over, even if we have to. clean up your
place, and if that should happen, quite likely you
will find a rope around your neck and see yourself being hauled toward the limb of a 'tree. Innocent Ike is a nice man, and you are a friend of
his, of course; but he is going to get his medicine, and don't you forget it. We know all about
the ll:ame that has been carried on, and we have
come after the calves and steers you have here."
Then both Wild and Arietta were not a little
surprised, for the Mexican promptly fell upon
his knees and began begging for mercy. He
showed what a rank coward he was, and after
letting him go on for a while our hero dismounted
and touched him on the shoulder and said:
"Get up and let out everything that don't belong to you, and be quick about it."
"You no kill a-me, senor!" he cried, the tears
coursing -down his cheeks.
"No, you are not worth killing. But I reckon
you had better shake the dust of this part of the
country from your heels as quickly as possible,
though. Go ahead and let those calves out· first."
The greaser ran and opened the gate with
trembling hands. Then he went to another cor•
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ral where there was about a dozen fat-looking
steers. When he opened the gate of this Wild
nodded to his sweetheart and said:
"You go in and drive out the calves. I'll take
care of the steers."
Arietta gave a nod and in she galloped. Five
.minutes later the stolen stock was out of the two
pens, and being headed toward the cattle range of
the Big W.
CHAP'l'ER V.-Hop As An Eavesdropper.
Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, had picked up
enough of what was going on to ma~e him m1;1ch
interested in Innocent Ike. He fimshed eating
his breakfast just about the time Wild and Arietta started to ride over to the Mexican's ranch.
When he was through with his meal Hop lighted
a big, black cigar and walked leisurely to the
bunk-house. He could see three or four cowboys
standing in front of it, one of whom was drying
himself vrith a coarse towel. This man happened
to be Lopinp; Harry, and when he saw the Chinam9.n appr oaching he ceased his operations for a
moment and . called out:
"Good-mornin', heathen!"
"Goodee-morning, so be," Hop answered, pleasantly. " Whattee mattee?"
"I don't know a s anything is the matter."
" Allee light. Evelythling lovely, len. Me velly
smartee Chinee. Velly muchee goodee, so be."
The conver~ation attracted the attention of the
1·est of the men gathered there and they all came
out. One of them was Innocent Ike, the foreman,
anJ he actualy grinned when he saw the cowboys
_
chaffing the Chinaman.
"Hello, Mister Ike!" the Celestial said, as he
walked up to the foreman and put out his hand.
"Hello, Hop!" was the quick reply, and then
he took the hand and gave it what seemed to be
a hearty shake.
"! C:\P't stop and talk with you. I have got
to attend to business, so I must go away."
"Allee light. Me no wantee blother you, so be."
Ike really meant to go away, for he was anxious
to meet the two rustlers he had under his wing.
The fact was he was beginning to grow a trifle
uneasy at the manner in which Hepburn was ·
acting since Young Wild West had been at the
ranch. No doubt he began to fear that his
duplicity might soon be discovered, and the best
thing to do was to hold a consultation with the
two in league with him and decide upon some plan
of action.
He had not yet eaten his breakfast, but he went
inside and hurriedly bolted it, and then he hastened to the corral 1 got his horse and, mounting
it, rode away over the range. He had scarcely
done this when Hop appeared mounted on his
·piebald cayuse.
"Me takee lillee lide and findee Misler Wild and
Missee Alietta," he said to the cowboys.
"Well, look out for Innocent Ike, if you happen ter ru;1 across. him on your way, 'cause I
don't think he likes yer very much," Loping Harry
called out.
"M., no 'flaid of Misler Ikee. He velly muchee
innocent, so be. He no hurtee somebody velly
·
muchee."

Then the Chinaman rode away, taking a course
that was alma.st opposite to the way the rascally
forPman had gone.
But he only went this way for a mile, and
then when he got over a rise and struck a small
timber patch he turned sharply to the left and put
his horse at a gallop. Presently he found himself riding through the gully, and when he had
continued on for about half a mile he looked
ahead and caught sight of three horsemen at a
halt und~r· a big tree and apparently in very ,
earnest conversation.
Hop recognized one of them as the tricky foreman, and he quickly reined in his horse and let
the animal come down to a walk. Satisfied that
he had not been seen, he continued on in this
way until he reached a point that was within
a couple of hundred yards of the trio. Then he
dismounted and, creeping along behind some rocks
.and bushes, he managed to get to within a few
yards of them.
They had dismounted now, and were sitting
on the ground still talking, but in low tones. Innocent Ike was making all sorts of motion s with
his forefinger, and occasionally he would bring the
palm of his hand hard upon his knee. Hop took
the risk of gettjng a little closer, for he wanted
to hear what they were talking about.
"It may be as you say, Ike," one of the men,
who was no other than Gabby Jake, observed,
with a shake of his head. "I'm kinder thinkin'
that wa y myself. Young Wild West an' hi s gal
was along here a little while ago, as we told yer
when yer come up. The boy talked in a kinder
funny way ter u s. Leastwise, that's what Muldoon thinks, an' he's an awful knowin' g a loot,
you know.''
· Muldoon twisted his lips into just the vestige
of a smile at this, a s though he took it a s a
compliment.
"If we don't look out thing-s will come ter a
head mighty quick," hl! declared. "Here's the
whole thing in a nutshell, Ike. Young Wild West
comes along an' he calls us both by name right
away. He tell s u s he's goin' over ter have a
look at the greaser's ranch. Now, then, if he
ain't heard somethin', or has got some kind of
suspicions, what does all this mean? How is it
he kin pick us out without havin' seen us afore,
an why is it he's goin' over to the greaser's ?"
"Well, things look putty bad, a s I was sayin'
a little while a_g-o.'' Innocent -Ike retorted, shakinghis head, while his face looked more blank than
ever. "There's somethin' workin' in the mind of
Boss Hepburn, that's sartin. He got a little mad
at me this mornin' when I told him I had a report ter make an' said that three more of the
fat steers was missin'.''
"I don't s'pose he likes ter hear sich reports
as that," and Gabby Jake gave vent to a laugh.
Though Hop could not talk English very well,
he could understand it about a,s well a s the ordinary native of that part of the country. He
took in every word that was said and stored it
away, so he might repeat it if necessary.
"About the only thing ter ·do," Innocent Ike
ob erved, after ,a rather length pause, "is ter
clean up things here at the ranch an' then light
out. I'm s'posed to be the brains of the three
of us, ain't I?''
"You sartinly are, though no one would eyer
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take you to have the least bit of brains," Mul- the best thing you have got about you, Ike, that
•
face of yours."
doon decla1:ed, without cracking a smile.
"Ain't I told you a lot of times that I'm proud
"I know it, an' that's what I'm proud of. I'm
the most innocent-lookin' feller that ever breath- of it?"
"Yes, you have. But it seems to me I wouldn't
ed..- But it's only in looks. I've got a head on
me that was intended for somethin' better than be so very proud if mine looked like that. $'pose
an ordinary rustler. Now then, boys, if you're you wanted ter git in with a gal an' do a little
both satisfied we'll quit this business to-day an' courtin'. Why, she would run away from yer."
"Well, I ain't in that line of business," and Ike's
light out. But afore we go we've got ter make
a good haul from the ranch. There's goin' to eyes flashed to show that he felt the sting more
be big doings over there to-day, an' some time keenly than he cared to admit.
He mounted his broncho and then rode off withthis afternoop, when everything is goin' full
blast, we've got ter sneak through the house an' out another word, going across the range in a
git hold of everything in the way of money what's direction that was almost parallel to the ranch.
there. We might take a few other little things, Hop did not leave yet. He saw that the two
too, sich as guns, cartridges, an' rum, if we kin rustlers were not inclined to do so, so he decided
find any. I reckon we kin make a big enough to wait and hear what they might have to say.
"I knowed it 'would come to this," Muldoon said,
haul ter more than pay for what we would git
1
d
· h ld
1 k d
got over at the
for the calves an' cattle we've
he oo e over his s ou er an saw t 1e range
as
march
a
steal
sorter
we'll
greaser's. If we kin,
go
always
can't
"Things
away.
riding
foreman
think
I
more
the
on this Young Wild West, •~ause
about it the more I'm satisfied that he's on to our on so smoo th-like, you know, Jake."
"No, I s'pose they can't. But it seems a shame
game an' means ter run us down. I know pu~ty
well that he suspicions me. Now, then, what do that it had to be a boy to come here ter start
things goin' ag'in us. This Young Wild West
yer thin;, about it?"
"I say git it to-day, an' take all we kin git has got the reputation of bein' the smartest kid
in the whole country, an' he's got nerve enough
with us," Muldoon answered, quickly.
"All right, then. I'm satisfied. But I hardly ter carry him through in anything he undertakes.
He ain't afraid of nothin', either, I've been told.
think anything much will come of this."
"Not if we slow down an' let the cattle alone -. See how cool he was when he was talkin' ter us
· for a month or two," Gabby Jake said, with a when he come along here a little while ago with
his gal."
shake ot the head.
"Well, he sartinly wasn't afraid of u·s, that's
"There ain't no use of taktn' a big chance.
You have heard enough about Young Wild West sure, even though he believed us to be rustlers,
ter know when he gits after a gang he never which I think he did."
"Most likely. S'pose he goes over to the greaslets up until he gits 'em. Now, then, we'll consider it settled that this afternoon we're goin' er's an' gits nosin' around an' finds that the catthrough the ranch house an' git hold of every , tie an' calves is there?"
"S'pose he does. He can't lay it to us, kin he?"
dollar the1·e is in it. We kin do this easy, 'cause
"I don't know about that. It sorter strikes me
there'll be all sorts of <loin's goin' on outside, an'
though maybe all three of us can't go in at once,, as though he's got some idea that we took 'em
we kin fix it up so that we won't leave a place there."
"All we've got ter do is ter lie out of it an'
in the whole house that ain't searched afore we
wait till this afternoon comes, so we kin do as Ike
git through."
This was c\eligh_tful to the ears of Hop Wah, has planned."
and he chuckled softly to himself.
"Yes, that's right. I wonder how much of a
"Misler Wild allee samee ketchee velly muchee
quickee, so be," he muttered. "He tellee a!lee haul we'll be able ter make, anyhow? I would
like ter git hold of a thousand dollars once in
'boutee pletty soonee."
They talked a little fu1-ther on the subject, my life: If I had that much I sartinly would be
and then Innocent Ike arose and, stepping to 'his satisfied to git as far away from here as I could
horse, said, at the same time raising his finger travel in a week, an' never come back ag'in."
"The same _here. See~s to me we oughter git
to his two companions:
"Now, then, no matter what happens afore the more than a thousand apiece. Most likely some
time comes to do the robbin', don't say or do a of th e ranchmen will bring a pile of money with
thing that would look to be wrong. If any one 'em, 'cause they wouldn't want ter leave it home."
"Yes, but if they have it they'll keep it in their
accu3es you of bein' in the rustlin' business, deny
it, that's all, an' make out you're a whole Jot pockets, won't they?"
"That's so, too. I guess Ike never thought
offended. As far as I'm concerned, I kin carry
out my part well ·enough, 'cause j'm the most about that. Well, never mind. Hepburn generally has a putty good pile of money in the house,
innocent feller as was ever born."
an' we know putty well where he keeps it, too;
h.
f
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leastwise, Ike does. We'll .,,;t a good pile, all
T h en h e l augh ed , an d t e expression
.,.
right."
face was quite enough to make Hop laugh also.
"Don't think that we're goin' ter give ourselves
Hop thought he had remained there about long
away," Muldoon declared. "We ain't fools enough
for that. But the whole thing is that we've been enough, as far as a listener was concerned. He
takin' too many chances. If it hadn't been for crept back to his horse, and then not hearing the
your innocence I s'pose it woura have been found men riding away yet, he mounted and started at
out long ago where the cattle went. The greaser a gallop straight toward them. They looked suris about as innocent as you are, only he ain't got prised when they saw the Chinaman comin::, and
a face that looks like a mud-pie on him. That's both sprang to theh- feet.
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"Velly nicee morning, so be," Hop said, a s he into a hollow. well out of sight of the spot where
reined in his cayuse and bowed to them politely. he had played the trick on the rustler~, he sud"You see anything of Young Wild West? Me denly came in sight of a number of cattle and
calves coming slowly over a small ridge, half a
wantee findee him velly muchee quickee."
"vVho are you, heathen?" Jake demanded, in a mile further on . He brought his horse to a walk
and watched them, and then suddenly he saw
surly voice.
'' He namee Hop Wah; comee flom China. Allee Young Wild West and Arietta not far behind
sa'llee Young Wild West's clever Chinee, so be." them.
"Hoolay!" h e exclaimed, in a loud whisper.
"Oh, you're lookin' for Young Wild West, you
"Me vely muchee smartee Chinee. Mi sler Wild
say?"
and Missee Alietta comee. Ley allee samee gottee
"Lat light."
"Well, he went along this way somethin' Jess um calves and um st eers. Everythling- allee lil!"ht.
Bigee timee to-day. Mi sler Ikee and um two bad
than an hour ago. Had a gal with him, too."
1'Lat light.
Missee Alietta allee samee with Melic,an m en git tee hangee pletty quickee."
He waved his hat to the two who were apYoung Wild West."
proaching behind the steer s and calves, and
"Missee who?"
quickly had the satisfaction of knowing that they
"Missee Alietta."
saw him. Then he r ode on around so a s not to
"Alietta, eh? So ·that's her name."
"Lat light. She velly nicee girl. Shootee velly interfere with the progress of the animals that
muchee quickee, allee samee likee Young Wild were being driven, and soon joined our hero and
his sweetheart.
,
West."
Hop lost no , time in relating how he had fol"How quick kin you shoot?"
lowed Innocent Ike OtJt upon the range, and how
''Me shootee allce samee quickee, too, so be."
Then, a s quick a s a flash, Hop pulled from un- he had managed to g et close enough to hear him '
Jer h:s loose-fitting blouse the big, old-fashioned as he conver sed with his two partners in the
six-shooter he always carried and fired a shot in rustling business. He related everything in dethe air. A steram of red-fire shot from the muz- tail as well a s he could remember it, but it was
zle of the weapon, and the two men looked at him quite sufficient to cover the whole thing. Not
once did the young deadshot interrupt him, nor
·
in amazement.
"Lat allee light," the Chinaman said. smiling. did Arietta offer to put in a word. When he had
"Me vely smat!:ee Chinee. Shootee led-fire. Lat finished our hero turned to the girl at 'his side
.
and said-:
velly nicee in um dark."
"Well. Et, what do you think of this? Tl.ings
The two men acted as though they would like
to shoot him . but thev thought better of it. prob- are certainly drifting our way swiftly. We are
ably, and after wafting for nearly a minute, all ready to spring the trap now. Well, I think
it will be a fitting thing to do to-day, for it is
Gabby Jake said:
"Well, Young Wild West an' his gal went over the ranchman's birthdav and it will add to the
that way. If you want 'em you had better go on celebr ation a whole lot when he has the satisfacafter 'em. I don't know a s we want you foolin' tion of getting back a great many of the cattle
around here. You're too much of a simple - that have beP.n stolen from him and find who the
heathen for that. Shootin' fireworks off as though rustlers are."
"That's right, Wild," Arietta answered, her
you're tryin' t.er scare somebody. But it didn't
cheeks glowing with satisfaction. "If we can
work. You couldn't scare us for anything."
"Lat allee light. You velly nicee Melican men, only get the stock into the corral without the
foreman or the other two fellows knowing- anyso be. Havee um cigar?"
Then he tossed each of them a cigar and turned thing about it it will be all the better. I heard
as though to go. The faces of the two villairn, you say you wanted to lay a trap for them. Now
lighted up, for it was seldom they had a chance probably you can think of a way to do it."
"Yes, that's right. Hop, where were the two
to get hold of a real cigar. Hop tossed Muldoon
a match, who promptly struck it and began puf- rascals when you left them?"
"Over lat w ay, Misler Wild," and the Chinafing away at his cigar. He gave his companion
a light and then the Chinaman got ready to leave, man quickly pointed out the direction.
"All right. If we keep on a little to the left we
for the cigars w ere loaded with gunpowder and
he knew it would be · but a few seconds before might be able to g et to the other side of the ridge,
and if the foreman is nowhere about we will be
thev would explode.
"Me see you some more, so be," he said, a s he able to put them all in the corral without them
knowing- it. We'll take the chances, anyhow.
started his ho1·se away at a walk.
Bang! Just. then Muldoon's cigar exploded Come on."
Then the Chinaman lent his assistance, and the
with a loud noise, and uttering a yell, he fell to
the ground and '\7ent rolling over. Gabby Jake cattle were started a little faster. Luck was
was so amazed that he sat looking at him for a with them, it seemed, for they came in sight of
second, holding his cigar in his hand. Bang! the big corral without seeing any one approachThat exploded, too, and he turned and ran for ing-. Hop rode forward and drove back the cattle that were in the corral, and then opened the
his life.
"Hip hi, hoolay!" ~outed Hop, and .then away big gate.
Then Young Wild West and his sweetheart
he .went, his horse at a gallop.
Hop did not know where the Mexican's ranch showed their skill, and in less than fifteen minutes
...,.. was located, ·but it happened that he took the they had all the calves and steers insid'e. They
. right direction when he left the two villains. He had just finished doing it when Ranchman Hepme on for about half a mile and when he got burn and two cowboys came riding- up. The two
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cowboys were Loping Harry and Bob, and as
they rode up they lifted their hats and broke into
a cheer.
"Well, boys," our hero said, in his cool and easy
way, "we have got quite a few of the cattle. The
greaser was quite willing to gife them up after
I talked to him a little. He is a very frightened
man, you can bet."
"Great ginger!" exclaimed Hepburn, scarcely
. believing the evidence of his eyes and ears. Them
is my calves, _sure enough. How did yer manage
it?"
Hop Wah undertook to explain, but Wild cut
him short and related all there was to be told to
it, with the exception of what Hop had heard
about the plot to rob the ranch-house that afternoon. That he wanted to keep to himself for a
while, since he had something in view.
"Mr. Hepburn," he said, when the ranchman
spoke of going after the three villains right away,
"just wait a while. Let them be until things get
going nicely. Then I will show you something
that will help along the f'1n, and at the same time
settle things to your full satisfaction."
"All right, Young Wild West," was the reply, •
"What you say has got to go," and then they
all turned and rode toward the house.

CHAPTER VI.-The Trap Is Set.
The morning was still young, so. to speak,
wben Young Wild West and Arietta rode back
to the ranch. Anna, Eloise and the ranchman's
two daughters came out to meet them, and then it
was not long before Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
Dart showed up. The ranchman and his cowboys
had stopped at the bunk-house, and so had Hop,
but Wild and Arietta chose to ride right on to
the house.
"Well did you have a nice ride, Arietta?" one
of the ;anch girls asked.
"Splendid," was the reply. "We went over to
take a look at the little one-horse ranch that lies
the other side of the ridge."
"Well, you didn't see very much there. He has
a fine garden and raises all sorts of fruits."
"Well, we saw quite a lot there. We brought
considerable away with u s, too."
"What is it, Wild?" the scout asked, eagerly.
"Did you find any of the stolen calves over
there?"
"Quite a number of them, Charlie, and also
several of the fat steers, too. We brought them
all a wa y with us, and they are in the big conal
out there on the r ange now."
"Great gimlets! Jest hear that! " and t he scout
began dancing a jig, much to the astoni shment of
some of the spectators.
"Your father will tell you a ll about it as soon
as he gets here. HE!'"is coming now," Wild said
to the girl. ' "Don't get excited_ ove~· it, though I
suppose you should fe el glad, smce it would have
been qmte a• loss to lose so ma ny calves and
"
steers."
Su1·e eno'ugh the ranchman was coming. He
:had permitted the _cow~oys to. take care of his
horse and he was walking rapidly to the house.
When he got there he was so elated that the first
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thing he did was to grab his wife about the waist
and , give her a hug. Then he took off h is hat
and let out a yell, after which he started in to
-dancing, something in the way Charlie had clone
a minute or so before.
"Tell us, Bill; go on and tell us," hi s wife sald,
laughingly. "You have got back the stock what's
been stole, I hear."
"A whole lot oi it, old gal," was the reply, "an
it's all due to Young Wild West's cleverness, too .
How could we ever have made out if he hadn't
come here? This is my birthday, an' it's go,n' to
be the greatest birthday l ever had. I'm only
fifty-three, but I feel twenty-five years younger
than that, blamed if I don't. Wow! wow!"
Then he waved his hat and yelled until several
of the ' cowboys came running out of the bunkhouse to find out what the trouble was. He called
them all up, and after looking at them carefully,
he said:
"Well, I reckon all you boys kin be trusted.
I'm g-oin' ter tell yer somethin'. Innocent Ike is
one of the big-gest crooks what ever lived, an'
Gabby" Jake an' Muldoon ain't no better. Boys,
they're the rustlers what's been takin' our stock."
There was much surprise shown by some of
them, for the two cowboys in the secret had not
said a word. There was much excited ·talk, and
then the ranchm.an explained in his own way just
how matters stood, winding up by declaring that
under no circumstance s must anything be said or
done to the three villains until Young- Wild West
gave permission.
"I jest said l could trust yer all," Hepburn
want on, "an' now I'm goin' ter see if I was right.
There ain't J?Oin' to be no lynchin' done around
here, cause Young Wild West says there ain't.
. But he's got somethin' in his mind which he
wants ter do to make it more interestin'. Now,
Hien, jest let him go ahead, an' when he makes
it known that he wants anything done, be ready
ter do it."
"Hooray! hooray!" shouted Loping Harry.
"Three cheers for Yo~ng Wild West, boys!"
The cheers were given, and then three more
were pronosed for Arietta, who had helped drive
the cattle from the Mexican's co:rral. Then some
one happened to see Hop standmg by, and they
proposed a cheer. for him. It kept on this way
~~l. everybody m the crowd had been cheered
mdiVId:Ually, and then Hepburn gave a sly wink
and said:
"Boys, I r eckon it's time ter liquor up. We
sartinly oughter have a little somethin' on the
strength of what's happened this mornin'."
He started into the house, and Hop promptly
ran after him.
"Me helpee you, Misler Bill/' he said for he
could not pronounce the name · Hepbu~-n very
well. "Me velly smartee Chinee."
"All right, Hop, come right along."
They went to some part of the house and it
was not long before they returned with a keg
th3:t looked ".ery much a s though it might contain
whisky. This was taken to the bunk-house, and
the cowboys were not long in getting there.
"Say, Bill," the 1·anchman's wife cautioned
"don't git the boys drunk, so they'll make fool~
of themselves this afternoon. The guests will
be comin' here any time now, a11' we're goi-r.' ter
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run this affair as decent as pQssible. There ain't
goin' to be no drunken men here if I have ter
come out an' drive 'em away at the point of a
gun."
~You jest leave that to me, gal," was the reply.
"Look out for the heathen," Cheyenne Charlie
called out. "He'll steal the whole blamed keg if
you don't watch him mighty close."
This caus~ quite a laugh, but as the scou~
remarked later there was more truth than poetry
in what he said. Wild and his pal'tners did not
go to the bunk-house at all, but after the mistress
of the ranch and the girls had gone back into the
house they sat down on the porch and talked matters over.
"So you.have made up your mind to set a trap
We can find three or tour grips around, I suplooking as though he did not quite understand
why ~uch a thing should be necessary.
"I've been thinking of a plan. The rustlers intend to rob the house this afternoon, so we'll fix
things up for them so they can do it quite easily.
Hop has no end cf counterfeit money, and we will
get some of it and wrap it around wads of paper,
and by using rubber bands make it appea1· as
though there is no end of money stowed away.
We can find three or four g-rips around, I suppoEe, and we'll just fill them with the bad money.
Of course, we will S()e to it that there is no real
money lying in the house where it can be easily
got hold of. Quite likely Innocent Ike will hide
his booty somewhere close by so he can get it
when they are ready to leave for parts unknown.
We must see to it that he is followed to the
place so we will know exactly where it is. Then
I will spring the trap."
Charlie turned to Wild sayinl(:
"Well, that's one way of treating the sneakingscoundrel. But I can't see wh~t is the use of
it. It seems to me it is a whole lot of trouble
for nothing."
"There won't be so very much trouble about it,
Charlie," our hel'O answered, with a laugh. "You
just leave it to me. I'll find Hop pretty soon, and
we'll soon fix things up all right."
A few minutes later all three walked over to
the bunk-house, where sounds of merriment could
be heard. The ranchman felt so good over what
had happened that' he was giving out the liquor
freely.
"I reckon that keg ain't goin' ter last very
long. Not now, anyhow," the scout observed, as
he pointed with his thumb off to the left, where
as many as a dozen cowboys could be seen riding
toward the ranch. Them fellers will feel like
fillin' up, too, I reckon," and he gave a chuckle.
"Visitors, I suppose, come to take part in the
birthday celebration," Wild answered, with a
smile. "Well, it's all right. There will be more·
coming before long. It's getting toward noon
now, anyhow, and I suppose by one o'clock they
will all be here."
Then they paused at the door and looking inside
found Hop in the center of the big room, dancing
about with a tiny Japanese parasol over his head,
The moment he saw the face of Young Wild West
the Chinaman made a low bow lJ.nd then promptly
went through the performance of swallowing the
parasol, much to the amazement of the co ·boys
and :ranchman. ".

''I want t_o see 'you, Hop, in about five minutes.
from now,'' the young deadshot said, nodding to
the Chinaman.
"Allee light, Misler Wild; me !eddy now."
"\1/ell, if you are ready now come on out. I
have got something to say to you. It is of importance, too."
The Chinaman grinned at those in the room,
and then quickly made his way to the door.
Leaving Charlie and Jim the1·e, the young deadshot led the way to a haystack a short distance
away, and then said:
"Now then, Hop, how much of that make-believe American money have you got?"
"Me gottee velly biggee pile, Misler \ ild," the
Chinaman answered, looking at him expectantly.
· "I want you to fix it up in bundle , so it will
loo!;: like real money. I am goiug to have a little
fun with the tricky rustler and his pards."
"Allee light, Misler Wild, me fixee velly muchee
quickee."
·
"Do it right away, then. I want two or thr!le
old grip-sacks, too. Ma~be there may be one or
two at the house. I'll find out. But see what you
"Can do in that matter. A couple of bags wiil do."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinama'n
at once went off to the barn, where theiT camping
outfit and supplies had been stored. Our hero
went on to the house, and finding Arietta there,
he told her what he intended to do.
"You may as well tell the mistress of the house
to see to it that no valuables are lying around.
You can say to her that a robbery is contemplated,
but we don't mean to let it go ahead. However, it
might do just as well to have everything out of
the way."
Arietta asked a few questions, and then soon
learned .exactly what the young deadshot intended
to do. Wild told her to ask if there were any
satchels or anything of the kind about, and after
a while Arietta came out with two.
The two sat down on the porch, leaving Anna
and Eloise busy with the girls making preparations for the big feast that was to begin promptly
at one o'clock. In a little while Hop was seen
approaching, carrying quite a bundle. There was
a broad grin on the Celestial's face as he dropped
the bqndle on the porch and then sat down.
"Me gottee plenty money, Misler Wild. Velly
muchee money," he declared. "Gleenbacks, yelleebacks, and evelythliug. Um bad Melican gittee
lich velly muchee quickee, so be."
"Come on in the house, Hop. I see some one
riding up who looks like Innocent Ike."
"Lat him!" the Chinaman exclaimed, as ,h e
looked over and saw a horseman riding slowly
toward the bunk-house. "He wantee havee lillee
fun with um boys, so be. Allee light. He velly
muchee foolee. He gittee um lope alound his neck,
maybe."
They went inside, and finding an unoccupied
room, Wild brought forth t~ satchels and began
stowing the counterfeit money in them. He knew
it would be quite easy to make the villains take
the satchels, for he meant to cause the ranchman
to say, in the hearing· of Innocent Ike, that by
his advice those of his guests who had large sums
of money had given it to him to keep, and he had
placed it in a cei-tain part of the hou~ _for
safety. When everything wa::; arranged', Arietta
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called Mrs. Hepburn, who laughed heartily, even
though she detested the rascals so much for the
foul plan they had formed.
"Where would be a good place to stow all this
money?" Wild a sked her.
.
"I s'pose there would be no better place than
under Bill's desk in the little room he calls his
office. Come on, we'll go there."
She led the way to the little room referred to,
and in a cor ner was a small desk.
"There !" he said. "Now the rest will be quite
easy. When Innocent Ike hears about all the
wea lth there is in the house and that it i s stowed
in one- place-h e'll laugh in his sleeves. H e won't
be long in getting awa y with it, either, you can
bet. "
A wagonload qf guests were seen coming from
another direction as our fri ends went out upon
the porch, and then others showed· up over the
r a n!!e. F rom that t ime until one o'clock they kept
poui ing in, and when the f east was r ea dy ther e
were nearly fifty present, counting the women and
children. The r anchman's keg of liquor h ad be• come exhausted long before this, but he had mo:i::e,
and a s two or three other ranchmen had brought
some with them there would be no lack ot spirits
. to help along the festivities. Everybody . congratulated Hepburn on 11,is fifty-third birthday,
and he blushed like a schoolboy and was very
much pleased: Of cours~, our friends came in for
an introduction every now and then, and by the
time they took their places at the table every one
present, from the 'oldest man to the youngset
child, knew them thoroughly.
There was much speech-making and talking
during the meal, wbich certainly was as fine a
one as any one could desire to sit down to. A
Texas ranch wife generally knows how to cook,
and as the Big W was well stocked with everything and the owner was liberal in all ways,
there'was no lack of anything. After the d;nner,
for that is what it was called, was over the cowboys lighted cigarettes, · the ranchmen _smoked
their pipes, and for ha1f an hour story telling was
the principal thing in vogue. Of course, the
women got by themselves and a few children
started to enjoy themselves in their own way.
The foreman had appeared, of coune, and ate at
one of the tables, but not at the one our hero and
his friends were sitting at. Innocent Ike was
more innocent than ever, and when he saw that
the bo!s seemed rather disposed toward h im, no
doubt he was laughing in his sleeve.- His two
pards did not show up until later, but they were
given their dinner, of course, and t}ley both began
to think that, after all, they might have made a
mistake in hurying up matters in getting away.
But Innocent Ike had not changed his mind \me
bit. He wanted to make the raid . and get away
and let the stolen steers and calves go. No one
had told them of the return ot the animals, and
as they had not _been near the corral they were in
ignorance of it. Wild had told ·the ranchman
what he wanted to do, so after a while Hepburn
called him aside, not far from where Innocent Ike
was sitting on the doorstep of the house, puffing
away at his pipe.
._.
.
"See here, my boy," the ranchman said, in a low
tone of voice, "I told you a little while ago that if
you had any valuables about you you might as .
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well give 'em to me, an' I kin stow 'em away. I've
got about all the money the neighbors around here
has got. There's gain' to be lots o"f fun goin' on
an' there ain't no use of carryin' big piles of
money around. Most of em brought all they had
with 'em, 'cause they didn't want ter leave it
home alone. I've put a big pile of green an'
yellow backs in some bags I've got, an' put 'em
under my desk. Nobody would ever think of
lookin' there for money, 'cau se the bags is kinder
old-lookin'. Not sayin' that I expect any one
would come in the house while we're.. outside
havin' our fun. But you can't tell. There's
rustlers what's stealin' my cattle, an' maybe
there might be other kind of thieves hangin'
around.".
Wild · was watching the face of the tricky
rustler while this was being said to him, but
never did the least sort of an expr ession show
upon it. There was nothing but vagueness depicted there. However, there was a faint twinkle
in the pa:ir of eyes once, which told that the villain was taking it all in.
"All right, Mr. Hepburn, I'll do as you say. I've
got quite a littl~ gold with me. I'll let you put it
in your desk."
Then the boy went inside, and taking the buckskin bag that had probably two hundred dollars'
worth of gold in it, he filled it with nails which
were furnished to him by one of the ranchman's
daughters, and it was placed in the drawer of the
desk.
"Well," the young deadshot said, as he,came out
with the ranchman, "why can't we have a little
fun now? Suppose we have a broncho-busting
contest? It will give the cowboys a chance to
settle their grub."
"Jest what I was goin' ter say."
It was quickly announced what was going to
take place, and then there was a rush outside the
house.
CHAPTER VIL-Sport at the Ranch.
Young Wild West and his partners went to
get their horses; of course, for they wanted to
ride around and take part in the jollity. As the
young deadshot was putting the saddle on the
back of his sorrel stallion; Spitfire, Innocent Ike
came along.
"Goin' ter do any bustin', Young Wild West?"
he asked, forcing a grin that made him look really
ugly.
"I might. How about you?"
"Well, I might take a hand, too. I ain't slow
at that game, you know."
"Get youi· nag ready and I'll have a try-out ,
with you."
·
"All right, I'll soon be there."
Wild watched him and saw him call Gabby
Jack and Muldoon and whisper something to
them. • Then all three· got their horses and a. few
minutes later they had gathered with the rest of
the crowd out on the level stretch close to the
ranch-house. The cowboys belonging to the Big
W were not long hi lassoing three or four bad
horses in the corral and bringing them out. Then
others gathered around, ready with their ropes
to catch the animals in case they got away, and
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the fun started. There was one vieious bay
mustang that got the best of three men in succession, and seeing that it was a pretty tough bucker,
Wild rode over to Innocent Ike and said:
"Mr. Janders, suppose yo_u tackle that beast. I
believe you said you was p;retty good at the
game."

"Don't you think I kin stay on his back, Young
Wild West?" Ike asked, shrugging his shoulders.
"Well, if you can, I will call you a·good one."
"All right, then, I'll soon show yer," and dismounti1'6r he went over and announced that he
was going to tackle the bucker. Two of the cowboys got everything ready for him, and he leaped
into the saddle with wonderful agility, considering his build. Then a very pretty exhibition followed, the result being that Innocent Ike conquered the bucker and received a round of applause. As only a very few knew of his duplicity
he was looked upon as something a little above
the average among the cowboys, and one ranchman even went so far as to compliment Hepburn
on having such a fine fellow for a foreman.
"He's all right," the ranchman said, "even
though he's got about the homeliest mug on him
that a man could ever have an' live with."
"Yes, he's all right, as far as his looks goes,"
was the reply. "You wait a while an' maybe y
will think different, though. But don't say no
more, 'cause I won't tell yer another thing."
This caused a little surprise, and the ranchman
was not long in telling others of what the host
had said. But this did not stop things a bit.
Another bad horse was brought out, and after
three or four had tried to ride it in vain, the rascally fo1·eman suggested that our hero show what
he. could do. Wild was quite willing. He knew
the beast was even more viciou than the other,
but he did not hesitate to tackle it. He did so,
and in less than ten minutes he had quite subdued the animal and came riding back with the
free rein.
"Now then, Ike," he said, as he dismounnted,
"see if you can do it."
"I reckon I kin no.w, since you have sorter
tamed the bucker," was the reply. ,
"All right, try it."
The horse was anything but tamed, and this
time Ike found more than his match. He was
thrown thrice before he gave it up, ll,nd when he
found every one laughing at him he showed signs
of anger for the 'first time.
"Take it easy, Ike," our hero said tauntingly.
"You will get worsl} than that before this little
picnic is over, maybe. You have got to show
what you can do, you know, and when you fail
you must take your medicine."
Pretty soon the buckers were taken back to the
corral, and then feats of horsemanship were
shown. The cowboys rode back and forth, picking
up handkerchiefs and doing all the tricks familiar
to them, while even those who had seen such
things many times applauded loudly. Ofle old
ranchman led in this sort of sport, though to look
at him one would think his best days had passed.
But he was wiry and full of life and ginger, and
our friends applauded him · from the heart for
what he did. The next was racing a mile out and
back, and Hepburn offered cash prizes. This was
bl't entirely to the cowboys, and it was an excit-

ing race from the start to finish. When the
prizes had been awarded the wiry old ranchman
suggested that the girls be given a chance.
"Why can't Young Wild West's gals show a
little of what they kin do? They've all got
mighty good horses, I kin see," he declared.
The result was that half a dozen or more offered to take part, so in about fifteen minutes t~ey
were ready. There were eleven when they got
ready to start, and one of them was a ranchman's
wife, who had the reputation of being the best
female rider within a hundred miles. But it depended a great deal on the speed of the horse, and
not so much on the rider.
"Et, I want you to win this race," our hero
said, "not because there will be any partifular
glory attached to it, but I have been listening to
the conversation going on, and it seems to be the
opinion of every one that you, Anna or Eloise are
sure to win. That being the case, you might as
well have the honor. I really think you can do it,
anyhow."
It was to be a mile out and back, making it
two miles for the course, and when they were
ready Hepburn fired a shot from his revolver and•
away went the eleven contestapts. Arietta let
the ranchman's wife lead, but kept a close second.
When the turn was rounded she was about fifty
feet behind, but even then she did not force her
steed to a faster pace. She waited until all the
rest had made the turn, and by that time the
ranchman's wife was nearly a hundred yards in
the lead, and going at a swift gallop along the
home-stretch. Then it was that Arietta spoke
sharply to her horse, and the animal threw· back
its ears and fairly flew over the ground. Gradually she crept up on the leader, and when there
w:as less tha1?- two hundred yards of the remaining
distance, Arietta swept past the only competitor
she really had and led the way in by a good four
lengths. A deafening cheer went up, and the girl
felt her face reddening, for she had not expected
so much applause. All this time Young Wild
West and his partners were keeping an eye on the
three villains they had set the trap for. As yet
none of them had ventured toward the house, but
appeared to be as much interested in what was
going on as any one present. Wild thought they
might start up their game if he were to leavEl the
scene for a while, so he suggested that they have
another race, open to all, declaring that he and
his partners would take part in it. He noticed
that the man calJed Muldoon seemed to be pleased
when he heard this, so he quickly went about and
managed to get half a dozen of the ranchmen and
cowboys to participate in the race, though all
declared that they knew they stood no show whatever.
"I don't know what kind of prize I'm goin' ter
give the winner, but it will be some kind, anyhow," Hepburn declared, as they were ready to
start. Now, then, when I fire a shot I want you
ter go. If I was goin' ter bet I'd say the sorrel
will git in first."
Crack! He fired a shot and away the contestants went. Wild was looking over his shoulder
as he rode along, not atempting to take the lead,
and when he saw Innocent Ike and his two c~mpanions moving in the direction of the house he
was satisfied. Spitfire seemed to be right in the
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mood for racing just then, and Wild could scarcely hold him in. The result was that the gallant
sorrel made the turn well in the lead of the rest,
Jim Dart being second. Just to see what his
horse could do, Wild let him out on the return and
galloped in over a hundred yards ahead of Charlie and Jim, who were the next to show up. Cheer
after cheer went up, and our hero tipped his hat
l'ight and left and dismounted. Running over to
his sweetheart, he said, in a low tone of voice:
"Well, Et, the three scoundrels have gone to the
house; I suppose."
"Yes, Wild," was the reply.. "Hop has followed
them and he means to keep' right after them and
.
see ~here they put their booty."
"All right. Don't pay any further attention to
the matter, then."
In order to give the villains all the chance in
the world, the young deadshot suggested that they
have something in the way of shooting. He started •in and gave a little exhibition right then to
keep every one's attention attracted. Tomato cans
were plentiful about the house, and these were
used to throw up and shoot at. The way the_ boy
hit them as they were thrown up, sometimes
emptying all the chambers of his revolver and
putting a hole through a can at each shot,- was
amazing to the spectators. But it got every one
in the mood, and for the next hour there was
more powder and lead wasted than would' have
taken to wipe out a good-sized band of redskins.
Just as the cowboys were getting tired of this
sort of thing, Hop came riding up on his piedbald
•
broncho.
"Where's the other Chinee?" Hepburn called
out when he saw him. "'Why can't they have a
race? · It will be fun ter look at 'em,, anyhow, no
matter who wins."
"I reckon it can be brought about easily
enough," Wild .answered, and then he rode over
.
and met Hop.
"Well," he said, in an undertone, "did the three
rascals get away with the counterfeit JJIOney?"
"Yes, Misler Wild," was the quick reply. "Ley
takee over le1·e in um gully and hidee um bags.
Plenty locks alound lere and evelythlirig allee
light. Ley go takee to-night and go away and
no comee back some 111Qre, so be."
"Ah, that's the game, eh? Well, all right, then.
You are sure you can find the spot again?"
"Me findee velly muchee quickee, Misler Wild.
Only a mile flom here."
"All right, then. Now, then, I'll let Charlie
go and find Wing. Mr. Hepburn wants you and
.
him to have a race."
"Allee light, me beatee my fool blother velly
muchee quickee."
"We'll see about that. He is going to give a
prize to the winner."
The scout was eager to see the thing go
through, for nothing suited him better than to
have some fun with the two Chinamen. He found
Wing asleep in an out-house, for it seemed that
Wing had eaten a little too much before, and a s
he .was a sleepy sort of fellow, anyhow, he was
enjoying a quiet nap while the food digested.
When Charlie told him what was up he demurred at first, but after he had convinced him in his
own Way that he could surely beat Hop in a race,
Wing consented and went and got his horse. Hop
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was waiting when he rode· up, and bursts of laughter went up ·from the crowd, while some chee1,ed
to the echo. But the fact was that both broncho.,
the Chinamen rode were gootl ones, and as they
were ;no mean riders, the race might be worth
looking at, after all. When they got ready the
ranchman fired the starting shot, and away they
went, Hop · waving his hands and yelling like a
wild Indian. It beemed that the horses were pretty well matched, for they kept neck and neck all
the way to the turning point. When they came
to this Wing got a slight advantage, and he held
it until half the distance back was covered. Then
Hop, true to his joking nature, in some manner
,exploded a firecracker directly in front of his
brother's horse. The result was that the animal
shied and turned off to the right, thus losing considerable ground. Hop swept past him, waving a
good-by to his brother, and came in an easy ,vinner. This was considered to be the greatest race
of all, and to wind up the joke in what he deemed
the proper way, the ranchman presented Hop
with a bottle of water.
"Allee light," Hop said , as he accepted the prize
arid looked it over carefully. "Me turnee um
water into tanglefoot velly muchee quickee."
The spectators crowded around him as he selected a seat on the ground after dismounting,
and when he produced his big, yellow silk handkerchief and called upon them to watch him
closely there was not an eye turned in any other
direction_ As might be supposed, the clever Chinee had not lost the opportunity to replenish his
st ck of "fire-water."
It was j, quart bottle Hepburn had given him;
and it was just the same as others that had been
stowed about the premises. Hop happened to
have a bottle filled with whisky in his pocket at
that very minute, for he had a way of carrying
a_ great m'<l:ny thi~gs t~at no one wbuld suspect
him of having. His sleight-of-hand ability made
if easy for him to deceive the eyes of the spectators, and when he had placed the bottle of water
on th~ ground and covered it with the big handkerchief no one there, with the exception of our
friends, had the least idea that he had substitute<!
the_bottle of whisky for the other while handling
the handkerchief. But such was the case however, and with the bottle containing the 'water
stowed away in his pocket, the clever Chinee arose
and made a few mysterious passes over the covered bottle on the ground. Then he suddenly
stooped and lifted the handke1chief. To all appearances it was the same bottle.
""Where's Innocent Ike?" Hepburn asked looking around. "He oughter be here to see tl;is "
"Here he comes now," some one called out ~nd
sure enough, the tricky l'ustler was seen i'.idin~
toward the spot, followed by his two rascally
pards.
But Hop did not wait for him to get there. He
pi~ked up the bottle and ha'1ding it to Hepburn,
said:
"Evelythling allee light. You tastee." ·
"I don't doubt but what you have done what
you said you would do," was the reply. "B""ut I'll
jest take the cork out an' see for sure."
He was not _long in removing the cork, and
when he tasted 1t he gave a nod and exclaimed:
There
"He's done it, ladies an' gentlemen!
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"No, not that I heard of," and the hypocrite
shook his head and looked as blank as a hemlock
board.
"And the two men who just rode up with you
never did anything wi·ong, either, I suppose."
"Not that I know of."
CHAPTER VIII.-Trapped.
This time Innocent Ike gave a start and looked
keenly at the young deadshot.
"No wonder Boss Hepburn likes all three of you
It had been so easy for Innocent Ike and his
two pards to clean out the ranch-house of the big so well, ·then. The only bad point about you is
pile of money that had been entrusted to the care that you can't seem to find out who steals the
of the ranchman, a s they supposed, that all three cattle. I think if you were to do that you would
felt .almost as if it was a shame to do it. As Hop prove to be a real treasure, and Hepburn would
had told our hero, the three men had taken their feel inclined to raise your wages."
booty about a mile from the ranch and hidden it
"We can't help it no more, tha n any of the rest
among some rocks in a hollow. While they were what's workin' on the range kin. There's some
doing this Muldoon suggested that it would be a sneak-thieves around, an' they keep gittin' away
good idea for them to leave for some other parts with a steer or two now an' then, a n' sometimes
right then and there and not return to. the birth- as many a s half a dozen calves. But if you can't
day celebration. But Ike and Gabby Jake were ketch 'em at it how are you goin' t o stop 'em?!'
opposed to this. The former declared that it
"I reckon ever ybody will know who the rustlers
would make him feel all the better to wait a while are by to-morrow. I have started in to hunt for
and see the poo1· fools they had robbed enjoy them, and I think I won't be very long in catching
themselves. But, of course, they did not intend them."
to remain around there until the festivities were
The three villains exchanged glances. Innocent
over. It was settled that they should wait about Ike forgot his usual caution, and several noticed
an hour, and then sneak off quietly and return to that he was very unea sy. But Wild simply said
the spot where the bags were and make a division. this to hurry the three off, for he was anxious
Ike had declared it would not be wise to do it to spring the trap on them and give the greater
before they went back, since someth~ng might part of the people there a surprise. After that
happen and they might be , caught with their was over the festivities could go on. It worked
plunder upon them. Anyhow, Innocent Ike was nicely, too, for Innocent Ike presently turned to
going to have his way about it, so they rode back the ranchman and said:
to the ranch and were just in time to sei: the
"I reckon I'll take a ride out and see how
· clever Chinee perform a trick for the benefit of things is gettin' along out on the range. EveryRanchman Hepburn.
thing was all right when we come in jest now, but
The ranchman looked at Innocent Ike. But you can't tell but that the rustlers might find out
the tricky rustler did not notice it, for he hap- what's goin' on here an' take a chance ter git
pened to be looking straight at the Chinaman away with some more of the calves."
then, and when Hop stepped up and put out his
"Very well, Ike. Take a couple of men with
hand he smiled and accepted it.
"I ain't got no hard feelin's ag'in you, heathen," you and keep a watch. I don't want to force any
he declared. "We had a little misunderstandin', one to go away from here jest now, because there
but that's all over with. I got my money, ap' you is too much fun goin' on, but maybe Jake and
Muldoon would jest as lief go with you. You
got your tanglefoot."
"Lat allee light, Misler Ikee. Me likee you don't have to stay very ·long. You can be back
velly muchee. Me showee you velly nicee lillee in an hour, as far as that goes. "
"All right. We'll be back inside of an hour,"
tlick."
"No, you won't," and the man at once backed and the blank face lighted up for just an instant.
The three villains then mounted their horses
away.
"Ike," our hero called' out just then, "I thought and rode away. As soon as they were shut from
I heard some one say that you were a ·pretty view on acount of the big barn, Young Wild West
nodded to the ranchrnan and said :
good shot."
"Now, then, I reckon I'll ride over there. I am
"Yes, I reckon I said that myself. But, of going
to take Arietta with me. Hop will show us
course, I ain't s'posed ter be half a s good as you the way,
of course. You can lead the whole crowd
are," was the quick reply.
over in about ten minutes, if you like. Or you
"Well, if you had b~en h~re a little while ago can
wait and we will bring the prisoners here."
you would have seen somethmg of what I can do.
"Well, I don't hardly think you could manage it
I don't pride myself on being the best in the
world, but I will say that I never pull a trigger with jest you an' the gal an' the heathen. If you
until I have got the mark I am shooting at cov- say you'll take your two pards along, why, we'll
ered. I think if you•were about half a mile away wait here an' let you fetch 'em here. I think that
and riding as hard as you could, I could bring will be about as well as anything. Then the
whole thing kin be told, an' you'll see some astonyou down with one shot."
"I hope you won't never have no occasion ter do ished folks you kin bet."
"All right, then. Charlie and Jim will go with
anything like that, Young Wild West," and the
us. Come on, boys. I reckon we may as well be
rascal actually looked frightened.
"Of col'\ri:;e no one would ever have occasion to off right away."
As they all had their horses, there was no delay
shoot at you, for you have never done anything
about it, and they quickly rode away to the right,
wrcmg, that's certain."
ain't no mistake about it. Young Wild West's
clever Chinee can't be beat. He's sartinly turned
the bottle of water into whisky."
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heading for a growth of trees that would hide
them in case the three villains happened to look
back. They reached this without ,catching sight
of them, but once the other side of it, they saw
them riding through a little gully where there
were plenty of rocks.
""Lat um place, Misler Wild," Hop said, in a low
tone of voice, a s he rode up to the side of the
young deadshot. "Ley stoppee now, but um place
where ley hide um bags is a little more lis way."
''VeTy well, Hop. I suppose they are going to
talk it over before they take their booty and light
out. Well, let them stay there for a little while
and we'll .be where the stuff is hidden first."
They rode along, their horses at a walk, until
they knew it would not be safe to proceed any
further in that way. Then they dismounted and
all five proceeded on foot, making their way
without the least sound. All hands concealed
themselves then, and presently Innd'cent Ike appeared on the scene a lone. The first thing he did
was to execute a few steps of a jig. Then he
shook his fist in the direction of the ranch and
acted as though he was a lord of all creation, or
something of the sort.
"Boys," our hero whispered to his partvers,
"the other two scoundrels are behind the big rock
with the horses. You had better go around and
get them. Hurry up about it."
Charlie and Jim gave a nod and quic~ly slipped
away. A minute later excited cries rang out, and
Innocent Ike, who had just finished his little
dance, turned as pale a s death and looked around
in a sta1-tled way.
"Look out, Ike! They've got us," came the
voice of Muldoon. ""We've been trapped."
Ike. paused for a moment, and then reaching
down between some rocks, he lifted one of the
bags out and threw it open. Then he emptied
both his pockets into it and was about to put it
in hiding again when something happened. Arietta sp.rang from behind her place of concealment,
followed by Wild and Charlie.
"I reckon we've got you dead to rights, Ike!"
Young Wild West cried, as he ran up to the tricky
rustler. "It was mighty easy to trap you, aftet·
all."
Arietta seized one of the bags.
·"I airi't done nothin'," the fellow declared, as
soon as he could find the use of his tongue. "I
jest found these bags here, an' I was wonderin'
how they got here."
"Yes, I suppose so, you innocent-lookinir scoundrel. Now, the quicker you stop that sort of thing
the better it will be for you. How do you think
a rope will feel around your neck, anyhow?"
"I don't know what ter make of this here kind
of talk, Young Wild West."
"You don't, eh? Well, I'll soon show you something about it. Jim, have we got the other two
fellow;; all right? "
'
"Yes, Wild," he replied from behind the rock.
"Fetch them around here, then."
/
The next minute Jim came around, leading
Gabby Jake and Muldoon. Their weapons had'
been taken from them in a jiffy, and their hands
tied behind them, and they were two about a s
meek-looking culprits as had ever been seen. But
even their appearance did not ~eem to make any
effect upon Innocent Ike.
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"Boys," he said, looking at them in his peculiar
sort of way, "do you know anything about how
these bags of money got here?"
"Shet up!'' growled Gabby Jake. "I'm done
with you. You're a fool, an' ~t's all there is to
it. If it hadn't been for you we wouldn't have
been in this mess of trouble. "
"It's awful surprisin'," Ike declared, shaking
his head.
It was hard to tell whether he was putting it
on or if it was real, for he was so tricky that he
could fool the best of people. But it really made
no difference to Young Wild West j,ust then.
"Ike," he said, as he stepped up to the rustler,
"I reckon I'll take your hardware from you. You
are mighty innocent, I know, but I am not going
to give you a chance to put a bullet in me whilt>
I am not looking. Just hold up your hands and
I will soon attend to things."
Wild quickly disarmed -ll,im, and then called to
Hop to bring the horses around.
He forced all three to mount, with the a ssistance of Charlie and Jim, and then they were tied
upon them so they could not fall or slip from
the backs of the animals. The bags of counterfeit money were gathered up then, and the rest
mounted and set out for the ranch.
"Ike," Wild said to the tri,cky rustler, "I want
you to ride on ahead and let them see you coming.
You are the leader, you know. We will see to it
that your horse don't get off the trail."
Muldoon and Gabby Jake had nothing to say
whatever. When the little party got behind the
patch of timber they were within full sight of
the crowd gathered on the level stretch before the
ranch-house. Cheyenne Charlie took off his hat
and let out a yell, and the next minute a crowd
of cowboys came .i·iding to meet them.

CHAPTER IX.-The Celebration Ends.
Many of the cowboys were angry enough to
actually lynch the three villains, but Wild managed to stay them, and when they had been
brought in front of the house he made a little
speech, relating the whole circumstances from
beginning to end. · This came as a big surprise
to a great many, for they had always thought the
blank-faced, innocent foreman was a very good
man, and some declared they would like to have
one as good to work for them. Hepburn had a
few words to say, too, and he scathingly denounced- the rustlers for what they had done,1 es
pecially for the way in which Innocent Ike had
deceived him.
"I'm goin' to send for the sheriff or one of his
men right away, so they kin be taken charge of,"
he declared, a s he wound up his remarks. "I hope
no one won't git niad enough ter do 'em any harm.
While I believe they oughter be lynched, I'm a
peaceable man myself, an' ain't goin' ter see it
done. Young Wild West says it ain't, an' that
settles it. Who will volunteer ter go an' git the
sheriff?"
Half a dozen or more volunteered right away,
and the result was that they all rode off for Red
Creek, which was about six miles distant. Hop
had taken charge of the bags of bogus money, ar.11

.

YOUNG WILD WEST AND "INNOCENT IKE"
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when he had gathered the stuff together he sought
Wild and said:
"Me likee havee lillee fun with um lustlers, so
.
/
be, Misler Wild."
'T don't know as it's hardly right to have fun
with the wretches, but what do you mean to do,
Hop?"
"Me givee lem some money so ley . pay him
sheliff to lettee lem go."
"Oh, I see! Well, I don't know as there is any
harm in that. Go ahead with your game."
Hop had a big wad of counterfeit bills under
his coat. He worked his way around and got close
to where the three prisoners were sitting on the
ground, their hands tied behind them.
"Misler lkee," he said, in a sympathetic sort of
way, "me feelee solly for lis. Maybe you pay um
sheliff and he lettee you go, so be."
"But where's the money comin' from? What
are you tryin' ter do, :y:iake fun of us, heathen?"
"Of course he isl" snarled Muldoon. "Don't
listen to him."
"Lat allee light. Me velly solly for you, too, so
be," Hop declared. "Me gottee plenty money, and
me no likee havee you hangee. Me wantee you
gittee away, so be. Me gottee bundled thousand
dollee light here."
Then he showed the big bundle of counterfeit
greenbacks.
"Where did you git that?" Ike asked, in a
hoarse whisper.
"Me takee fl.om um bags what you stealee, so
be. Not my money, but me thlinkee maybe you
bettee takee so you gittee flee." "Heathen, you're an angel," declared Gabby
Jake. "If we had half that money we sartinly
could buy off the sheriff."
"Me fixee allee light. Me puttee money in you
pockee, and len me tellee um· sheliff when he
comee, and fixee evelythling allee light."
Then he went away, acting as though he had
done a very good thing. Finding Wild, he told
him all about it, and the young deadshot could
not help laughing, though he did think it was a
rather mean trick to play on even such villains as
they were. The sports were resumed, and with
two or three watching the prisoners, everything
passed off pleasantly'. Then, about the middle of
the afternoon, the cowboys came back, accompanied by .the sheriff and three deputies.
Ranchman Hepburn quickly stated the case, and
then introduced our hero and his partners. The
sheriff was a pretty fair sort of man, and well
thought of by all who knew him, and when he_had
listened to the story about the duplicity of Innocent Ike, he shook his head and exclaimed:
"Thunde1·ation ! That's the greatest yarn I've
ever heard. It don't seem as though it kin be
true. Why, I've knowed that feller a good while,
an' I always thought he was too dumb to be
crooked. But everything's as plain as the nose
on your face. You got some of the calves back,
an' the fat steers, an' you caught him with the
stolen money."
"Yes, that's just how it is, sheriff," our hero
answered.
"Misler Sheliff," piped a voice near him just
then, and then Hop came up, smiling and bowing.
"Who's this?" and the sheriff looked at him
Tether li.ard.

'

"That's Young Wild West's clever Chinee,
heriff," Hepburn promptly spoke up. "He's got
somethin' ter tell yer."
"Oh, he's Young Wild West's Chinaman, eh?
All right. What do yer want ter tell me,
heathen?"
"Um thlee plisoners allee samee gottee velly
muchee money, so be, but um money no goodee.
Me givee it to !em and me tellee lem me allee
saivee comee to you and you lettee lem go flee.
You say allee light, and len you takee um money
and gittee velly muchee mad, so be. Lat makee
lillee fun ."
"What is he tryin' ter tell jlle, anyhow?" ' the
sheriff asked, looking at our hero in amazement.
"I can't quite ketch all he says."
The young deadshot quickly explained what
Hop wanted him to do, and the sheriff readily
fell into the. game. A few minutes later the sheriff went along tQ the three prisoners.
"You're a fine Jot, ain't yer?" he said, with a
sneer. "Innocent Ike, I've knowed you quite some
time, but I never thought you would come to this. n
"Don't talk ter me that way. You hu1·t me,"
the wretch answered, and he started to cry like
a little child.
"Say, sheriff," spoke up Gabby Jake, "we've got
a big pile of money between us. Do you think you
could do somethin' for us if we was ter give it to
yer?"
"How much have you got?"
"Well, putty nigh a hundred thousand dollars."
"Pshaw! Don't try to talk to me that way."
"Feel in my pocket, an' you'll soon find out."
The sheriff looked around as though he did not
want any one to..§ee what he was doing, and then
he quickly took the money from each of them. He
sat down upon the ground and started to count it
over. But suddenly he leaped to his feet and
threw the money down.
.
"You scoundrels!" he c1·ied. "Tryin' ter fool
me, eh? Why, that money ain't n·o good.. It's
made of shin-plasters an' advertisement, an' sich
like."
Innocent Ike gave a groan, and throwing back
his head, closed his eyes as though he was expiring, while Muldoon gave vent to an oath. Gabby
Jake said nothing, but hung his head as though he
was satisfied to let the worst come. The crowd
rushed up and surrounded the pris oners just then
and as they all knew what was going on ther~
was considerable jeering from the cowboys. But
it was not long that the sheriff lingered there.
He declared he had business in town, so the prisoners were tied to their own horses, and after the
sheriff and his men had been ·s er ved with refreshments they started off with them. That was the
last Young Wild West and his fri ends ever saw of
Innocent Ike, but it is safe to say that he got his
just punishment along with his two cronies v,, ho
had assisted him in rustling the cattle owned by
the man they worked for. The birthday celebration was a great success at the Big W, but every
one seemed to think the biggest hit was the trapping of tl1e tri-cky, rustler.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST'S PRAIRIE PURSUIT; or, ARIETTA.
A CAPTIVE."
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CURRENT NEWS
GRASSHOPPER PLAGUE
Farmers in West Texas are fencing in their
fields with fences six inches high; Grasshoppers
have pestered them for so long that they have
had to take measures against their inroads. The
ordinary flying- grasshoppers cannot be kept out,
but the "beasties with the big green· eyes" that
grow in Texas, callPd "jumpbos," because of
their weight, are unable to jump more than five
inches from the ground and so cannot surmount
the emergency fences. Over thirty-seven miles
of thb novel fencing has been set up.
BEAVERS REBUILD. DAM
An old beaver dam near Bellefonte, Pa., was
faulty from neglect and farmers nearby had
planned to make repairs, when a colony of beavers selected the place for habitation, pounced on
the repair work and completed it, the dam being
reconstructed throughout, about 200 feet in
length, and from 4 to 10 feet high.

The beavers now have their own new and
happy home, the surplus waters in the styeam
are held back, the farmers have a fine 1ot of
water for their use and the boys will find thl!
]'.l'ond a fine place for winter skating.
PREACHER MAKES PLEA FOR SUNDAY
ELECTIONS
A suggestion that all elections be held on Sunday has been made by the Rev. .J. A. Rondthaler,
dean of the Protestant sects, Mooseheart, Ill.
''It would be eminently fitting," he said, "for
America to appoint her election days on Sunday.
It would be a fitting observance of the Sabbath.
It would lift the election- duty into the atmosphere
of highest service and worship. Many thousands
who are so tied up during the week -that they cannot get to the polls would be free to express their
will for the country."

BOYS, READ THIS!
THE GREATEST DETECTIVE STORIES EVER WRITTEN ARE PUBLISHED IN

"MYSTERY MAGAZIN E"
Read the number out today on all newsstands. It contains GEORGE BRONSONHOWARD'S detective novelette

"THE HOODWINKER$"
It is full of exciting incidents and contains a dandy plot.

All You Radio Bugs, Read "DRAWN TEETH"
A story of roughnecks in the underworld, written by JOE BURKE.
WJZ recently Broadcast It on the Air
It must have been a good one for that great station to use it.
And Don't Miss the Two-Part Serial

"THE FORBIDDEN ROOM," by Edward L. Bennett
It zips along crowded with mystery and adventure from the first

to the last chapter.

Do You Want Your CharacterRead Free of Charge?
Send LOUISE RICE a sample of your writing and she will tell you your best points
in life, advise what is best Jor you and help you a whole lot.

BE SURE TO READ THE SHORT STO~IES
"Button! Button!" by Paul E. Triem; "Reunio·n," by Laurence D'Orsay; "Th'e Hypnotic
Mystery," by Earl W. Scott; "The Clue in the Watch," by Carl G. Hodges,
and "M:ixed Trails," by Freeman Harrison.

In Addition There Are Numerous INTERESTING ARTICLES
They cover all sorts of police and detective cases in real life, and
cannot fail to please you.

Get a Copy-Show It to Your Friends-You Will Like It!

--

THE EDITOR.
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Charley, the Corn King
--OR-

WAKING UP THE BOARD OF TRADE
By R. T. EMMET
(A Serial Story.)

CHAPTER XIV.-(Continued).
This last remark was addressed to a young
colored man who came hurrying up in answer to
the ring of an electric bell controlled by a button
set in the table which Al Price pressed.
In a moment a big, strapping young fellow
who looked as if he was able to lay out the latest
champion of the prize ring came hurrying in from
another room.
"Oh, it is you, Charley!" he exclaimed. !.!Glad'
to see you, old man. What can I do for you?
What brought you around here to-night?"
This was Pete Walsh, an old schoolmate of
Charley's, and at one time, until he came to recognize the wide difference between them, Charley's particular chum.
"I want to speak to you a moment, Pete," he
said.
"Come right this way," replied Pete, and he led
him into another room.
"Say," he broke out, ,as soon as the door was
closed, "is it you what's running things on the
Board of Trade? I've been asking everybody.
I thought it must be, but I couldn't see where you
got your dough fo make the start with-see?"
"I guess I'm the man, Pete, but you mustn't believe all the newspapers say," replied Charley.
"\Ve only represent another party who does not
care to have his name appear in these transactions, that's all."
"I know. 'Old Corns'."
- "He's my boss," replied Charley, anxious to
turn the subject. "Now, Pete. I want you to do
me a favor if 1you can."
"If I can, I will, you bet. What's wanted?"
"I want you."
"Me? What do you mean?"
"I've got to go off with a certain party tonight on a matter connected with my corn deal,
and I have an idea that the game is to lay me
out."
"Two can play at that game. I am with you."
"Can you get off for a few hours?"
"-I guess so. Our business don't really get in
full swing until along toward midnight. Ho,"
•
long will it take?"
"I haven't the least idea. I'm to meet this
party i,.t eight o'clock, and he is to take me to a
certain place and snow me .something. I suppose it is likely that we shall go in a cab; and
I have an idea that I shall be blindfolded so that
I can't find out where we are going. I want you
to follow in an-other cab, for it is of the highest
importance that I should be able to locate the
house I am taken to. I shall go in with this man
>-0 whatever house he takes me, and if I can't
comll out again inside of ten minutes I want you

to force your way into the place and find out what
is doing."
"Say, that sounds kind of risky. What's the
matter with me going along with you?"
"I'd just as soon you wouldn't."
"Well, what about taking another fellow along
with me? When it comes to breaking into a house
two can do better than one."
"You can do that if you like, but you mustn't
let your partner know who I am on any account,
for I wouldn't have anvthinir that m" v happen get
into the papers-not for a little bjt."
"That's all right, Charley. There's a fellow
here I know who will help me. Jim Douglassfellow with a long mustache, you must have seen
him sitting outside there."
"I think I remember him," replied Charley.
"You'll stand by me, then, Pete ?"
"Of course I will," said Pete. "Ain't you and
me old side-partners? I'll like to see the feller
what would try to do you when I'm around."

CHAPTER XV.
Taking Big Chanc~s.
Promptly at eight o'clock Charley entererl the
lobby of the Grand Pacific hotel from the Clark
street side.
Jack Judson was there, and looking quite respectable.
He was clean shaved, and had put on a new
four-in-hand tie, and had his shoes shined.
Really, Jack was quite a decent-looking fellow
when he was fixed up.
When Charley first saw him in Mr. Kornahren's
office he ·took an immediate liking to him, which
was the reason his thoughts turned towarrl the
man when he started to work his great scheme.
Whi sky had worked sad havoc with the- broker
of late, however, and of course no one knew how
little he was to be relied upon any better than
did Charley himself.
Judson arose as our hero approached.
"Ah, Charley, are you here?" he exclaimed.
"You're right on time. We shall have to wait
a minute, though. Sit down and make yourself
at home."
"What are we waiting for? " asked Charley,
d1·opping into a seat.
"For a cab. We can't go on foot. It is some
little ways out. I see you came alone."
"Yes; I concluded to risk it. I can't for the life
of .me see how it is going to benefit you any to try
to do me!'
"Haven't the slightly idea of attempting anything of the sort, my dear fellow. I admit that
something of the kind was contempl ated in Kansa s Cit y that time, but this is a <lifferent deal
altogether. What we really want is the dough."
"You told me that before, but you may as wetl
understand right now that I have no <lough to
speak of. · I've been doing a little work in connection with other parties who have the dough,
but as yet very little of the real stuff has come
my way." ·
"Palmer, for instance."
{To be continued.)
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FIGHTING FRED FAY
-Or,-

A Yankee Boy in the Big War~
By DICK ELLISON
A Serial Story
CHAPTER V.-(Continued).
They advanced cautiously and soon came in
sight of the lights of the French encampment.
Max now left the path, moved parallel with the
lights for several, hundred yards, and then halted.
"Now we've got to close in," he whispered. "We
must use every caution. It means death to both
of us if we are captured. See that stretch where
there are no lights?"
"Yes, I do."
"That's where the rise of the hill begins. It's
all rocks arid I'm hoping there is no sentry patrolling there."
He was wrong.
As :with the utmost caution they came in closer
they could hear the sentry walking up and down,
and they paused to get some idea of the length
of his beat.
,
"Now's our time, Fred," breathed Max at last.
"Now while his back -is turned ."
They crept forward and gained the hill.
Fred had never seen such a ..mass of broken
rock. ,
"Look out you don 't br eak your· neck," breathed
Max.
, It was indeed dangerous work. Fred began to
wonder if it was possible to get up at all, when
all at once a loose piece of rock slipped and went
crashing down, almost canying Max with it.
"Who goes there?" shouted the sentry. in
French.
"Lie low! Not a sound !'' breathed Max.
It was ten minutes befor e they dared to move.
At last, with the greatest difficulty, they gained
the top of the hill.
The moon had now ri sen and they could look
down upon a portion of the French camp, which
was in a large cleared spac~.
4lt "Say, you're not a German," sai d Max suddenly.
"What makes you think so?"
"Oh, I can tell."
"I'm an American ."
"I was sure of it. What m<1 de you enlist · in
the German army?"
· "I was forced to. And yoP ?:'
"Oh, I'm an Al satian. Of coun;e I had to
go."
"Are many of the Alsat ians French sympathizers?"
"Yes, indeed. There are thousands of them
in the German army."
"What about yourself?"
· " Oh, I mustn't talk about myself."
"That answers my question . \Veil, it's none
-of my business."
"If' I could only trust you."
"You can."
"I'm all for the French, every time."
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"Max, I'm going to a sk you another question.
You can answer or not, j u st a s you please. Do
you intend to come back?"
"I intend to see you through as I agreed to.
Suppose I didn't go all the way back, what would
you do?"
"Nothing.""You're the right sort, Fred. I'll not deser t
you."
"I wonder if he is sincere?" thought Fred .
"It's hard to tell."
They pushed on till they came out upon a bare
led.e-e on the other side of the hill where the v
could look down upon the valley below.
·
Max h&d sized up the situation correctly.
The French troops were encamped at two
points.
.
There were no lights in the swampy tract
which lay between . They now descended the hill.
-following a path which continued on through the
swamp.
"We've done splendidly," declared Max. "Tn
half an hour we shall have passed the line of the
army. T o tell the truth, I expected to be . captured."
"I see lights ahead," said Fred. "\Vhat are
those?"
"That's where we strike the road. There is a "'
house at that point. I don't know ,vh.o lives in
it now.' ~
They soon came upon it, a large man sion !"tanning in grounds. The lower floor was all lighted
u p and lights also shone in some of the upper
windows.
As the boys ,,rere sneaking past, loud voices
were heard inside.
"Suddenly there came a piercing scream and
a woman's voice cried out inside :
"Help! Help! Save me!"
"Now what does that mean, I wonder?" whii:pered Fred.
·
"Looks as if soldiers were foraging in there,"
replied Max. "We'd better mind our own business. Come on."
Just then the appeal came agaijl.
"Keep quiet 01· I'll strangle you," a man cr ied
in French. It was plainly heard through the
open window.
"By thunder, I can't resist that appea l!" ex·
claimed Fred.
"No, no!" protested Max. "It is a s much as
our lives are worth."
But Fred's fighting blood was up.
"Follow me or not, I'm going to know what's
happening in there," he said.
.
Vaulj;ing over the low fence he made for the
house.
Coming up under the window, which opened
in two leaves like a door, Fred peered in side.
What he saw made his blood boil with indig•
nation.
Stretched upon the floor lay a sweet-faced old
lady with snow-white hair.
A French soldier knelt beside her, gripping
her throat, while a secon d, who wore a sergeant's
uniform, st ood by calmly smoking a cigarette.
"Harder, Jules," he was saying, "press harder .
Strangle her, if she won't tell."
"I'm going fox those wretches, Max," whispered Fred. "Will you help _?"
(To be continued.)
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FROM EVERYWHERE
THOUSANDS OF FISH SAVED AS POOLS
DRY UP
The _Lousiana Conservation Commission, with
the assistance of the Federal Bureau of Fisheries,
saved 775,300 fish from death in St. Martin Parish, New Orleans, La., alone from August 6 to
September 6, according to a report of the commission on its work to overflow pools which were
drying u.p because of the drought.
'Game fish to the number of 157,025 were transferred to streams in East Carroll Parish, in the
northeastern part of the state, and in Calcasieu
Parish, in the southwest. Commercial fish numbering 618,275 were planted in running streams
in the vicinity where they were rescued.
SEA SNAKES SEIZE SHIP
Although sea serpents are now generally conceded to belong only to the world of fables, there
are approximately fifty species of snakes that
make their -home in salt water, some of them at• taining a length of several feet. They are poisonous, according to Popular Mechanics, and although timid under ordinary conditions have been
known to attack savagely when disturbed. When
the steamship l~a dropped anchor in the
Straits of Madascar not Jong ago, it aroused a
school of salt-water reptiles that swarmed on
board, crawling up the cha:ins and hawsers. The
ship was reported to have been held up several
days before the snakes could be driven away. In
many respects these reptiles resemble the land
varieties, but have broad paddle-shaped tails,
which enable them to swim rapidly after small
fish.
THIS WORM THRIVES IN ICE
A species of worm that lives only in ice and
cannot withsta]ld even the heat of a human hand
has .been found and photographed by a scientific
expedition that recently went into the Olympic
Mountains, Wash.
The ice on Dodwell-Rixon Pass in the Olympic
was found literally alive with these worms. They
are black, thin and about half an inch long. When
the sun rs out they crawl into the interior of the
ice, whe1·e the temperature is lower. Scientists
with the party said that so far as they knew these
worms never had been found before in the United
States.
While the worms were photographed,· it was
impossible to get any of them out of the II¾luntains alive. When the ice surrounding them begins to melt they die immediately. What they
live on is still a mystery.
BOY TRAPPED- IN TREE BY ELECTRIC
.
CURRENT
Trapped in a tree charged with hundreds of
volts of electricity on Greendale avenue in the
Green Court development to-day, Valentine Eecker, a 12-year-old boy, of 18 Beekman avenue,
Mount Vernon, N. Y., was in imminent danger of
death for several minutes until the power in two
lines was shut off. Then Valentine was able to

climb down to the street. He was not hurt despite his nerve-racking experience.
'
Valentine had gone seeking horse chestnuts
with several companions. He selected a tree and
climbed up among the branches. Suddenly he
found himself "fastened" to the tree. He could
move but slightly. His cries attracted people in
the vicinity, who saw that the tree was charged
an1 a hurry call was sent to Polke Headquarters'.
Chief Atwell and Patrolman Gleason hastened to
the scene, while Lieutenant Curtis called the
Westchester Lighting Company.
In the meantime, however, Roy G. Hyer, superintendent of construction of the company, was
appraised of the boy's predicament. He shouted
to Valentine to remain quiet and not attempt to
pull himself away. Th~ Mr. Hyer telephoned
to the company offices and gave instructions that
the power be shut off.
WONDERS OF THE OCEAN
It is now proposed to make a comprehensive
survey of _the ocean by the United States Navy
and exh1b1t the wonders of the "buried continents," as interesting if not more so than those
exposed to sunlight, by photoghaphs and maps
and descriptions of life and activities of the
depths.
One of the greatest oceanographers has said
that the oceans, which cover five-sevenths of the
surface of the globe, provide more food fQr man
than does the land.
At a conference of scientists and officials interested in the proposed inventory of the ocean Dr.
Burrows said:
·
'
"We are interested in the sea because of the
rich fertility of the sea. There are what may
. be cal_Ied, per~aps, mu~s of the sea, huge swarm"s
of m1croscop1c organisms, plants and animals
dwelling in the uoper levels of the sea that feed
the fish you all like to eat."
_The comparatively recent inventions of the
radio have changed the means of studying the
ocean depths. FormerLy, a lead was sunk to get
depths; this was not accurate because the sway
of the line, sometinies miles in length, depended
upon unknown currents in the deep. Such mea~
urements are now made with a sonic instrumenf,
based upon the length of time it takes for an
echo to return from the bottom after the explosion of a bomb on the water's surface. Not only
is the accuracy greater, but the speed of taking
sounding is immensely increased.
Motion pictures may be made of the inhabitants and landscapes. Powerful lights will aid
the photographers to get the marvelous "landscapes"-great valleys, plains and peaks, rivers,
caves, and precipices. There i_s far more variety
of "scenery" in the ocean than there is upon
land, for the loftiest mountain, Mt. Everest, is
only 29,141 feet, while the greatest depth of the
ocean is 31,614 feet-in the Pacific, near the Is~
land of Guam.
Movie films of the depths of the ocean may disclose greater mysteries than if Mars had opened
a line of communications equal to the mind of the
most imaginative astronomer.

•
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GOOD READING

EARNING LIVING AT 97
Earning her own living by knitting lace at
ninety-seven, although so badly crippled by paralysis that she is bedridden, is the record of
Mrs. Martha Clemens, who resides at Eldersville,
in the northern section of Washington County,
Pa.
This aged woman is so skillful with her needle
and her lace is of such a fine quality that she
is unable to supply her many patrons. She finds
great satisfaction in her work and declares that
life is still pleasant, in spite of her handicaps, although she has been an invalid, confined to her
bed, for the past eight years.
WATER SNAKE INVADES
CAPE MAY YACHT
A four-foot water snake was found in the
schooner yacht Elizabeth, belonging to J. M. Lister, of Haverford, Pa., as she lay in the harbor.
Fred Walker, the cook, who made the di scovery,
lost · no time in going over the side and rowing
to the fish dock near by. There he appealed fo
Captain Hurley Boyd of the fishing trawler
Maud J., who sent Herman Olsen, a seaman, to
aid Walker. Armed with a belaying pin, Olsen
found the snake coiled in a dishpan and quickly
killed the reptile.
Captain Boyd, s peaking in the light of his experience on cruises...which have taken him all over
the woF-id, said the snake probably crawled aboard
the Elizabeth as she lay off Lewisetta, Del., in the
Susquehanna Rjver on a recent cruise. Water
snakes are plentiful at that point, explained Cap•
tain Boyd.
FOUR-FOOT

work of the women of that country at much less
cost.
The jaguar i!I a flesh-eating animal of the cat
family, which includes also _the lion, tiger, leopard, panther, coug.e.r and lynx. The wo·r d jagua1·
comes from pagodra, the Brazilian name of the
animal. It is a good climber and swimmer. It is
but little smaller than the tiger, and can drag off
an ox or a horse with ease. Its fur is usually
brownish yellow, very prettily marked with circles of black, with dark spots in them. By some
it is called the South American tiger. Their
skins are very handsome, and are admired as
robes.
In 1859 the Russian emperor saw a soldier in
the middle of a grass plot in the palace grounds.
Why was there a daily guard, relieved at stated
intervals? No one knew. Curiosity was aroused,
and at last a veteran was discovered who remembered hearing his father say that the Empress
Catherine-she died in 1727-once saw a snowdrop in bloom at that point unusually early, and
asked that a guard be stationed there to protect
it. And there a sentinel remained for at least
132 years; no one knew how much longer.

· "Mystery Magazine"
INTERESTING ITEMS
An acre of 12-inch ice u sually will provide a
harvest of 1,000 tons.
Nearly 200,000,000 residents of India are dependent upon agriculture for their living, says
the Chicago T1-ibune.
Phonographs mounted on push carts are rep)acing the long familiar h and organs in the streets
of European cities.
The weight of the soot deposited by the chimneys of London in the city annually is computed'
by the London Liincet at 76,050 tons.
New z e·aland's postal revenue is large1· in proportion to population than that of any other country. It exceeded $5,000,000 last year, or $5 for
every inhabitant.
In its anti-rat warfare, San Francisco authorities caused the arrest of four hundred persons
for failing to observe the regulations in this respect.
The .city of Hamilton, 0., proposes to cover
part of its main street with a glass canopy, and
illuminate the interior with powerful electric
lights.
Irish inventors have perfected embroidering
_machines ·which successfully rival the finest hand
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FROM ALL POINTS
SIXTY-TON WHALE ASHORE
Whales are plentiful along the Oregon coast.
One of the 'largest ever seen there came ashore
at Spencer Creek recently. It is not known how
the whale met its death. It measures 60 feet and
9 inches in length. This is the second whale that
has come ashore near Newport in the past thirty
.
days.
A commercial fish company at Spencer Creek is
planning to store several tons of whale meat to'
feed young fry. The whale's estimated weight
is 60 tons.
EASTER
OF THE
LIVES
. ISLANDERS
Easter Islands in the South Pacific is about the
most undesirable place on earth for human habitation. No trees grow on the island because it
lacks water and no birds will live there on account of there being no worms. The island is irregular in shape, being 12 miles by 9, by 7, and
is very seldom visited by ships. Two hu!1dred
Polynesians inhabit it and they suffer contmually from hunger. It was first sighted in 1686. It
was explored in 1722 and the island then had
2,000 inhabitants.
HORRIBLE

parts of his patient's body have been perfected.
The inventors are. Dr. W. D. Coolidge and his
associates in the research laboratory of the General Electric Company.
The new apparatus, an oil-immersed portable
outfit in a box 7x8x10 inches and weighing but
30 pounds, is expected to prove of great value,
especially to plumbers, building contractors, electi·icians and jewelers.
To use ·the new device it will only he necessary
to connect an ordinary extension cord to the nearest lamp socket or base plug of the household
lighting system, . and then X-rays may be produced by simply pressing a button.
Hereafter, the inventor says, the man who
wishes to hang a pictur e on the ·wall and doesn't
know where to find a solid place to drive a nail
will not have to ruin the wall before finding the
right spot. The new machine may also prove a
blow to smugglers, should customs officials use
the device in searching for secret chambers in
'
trunks and bags.
Jewelers, it is said, will be able to detect spurious gems at a glance by using the rays.

LAUGHS
"I shall jump into the river, father, if Ella
rejects me!" "Don't do it, Karl-you know so
little about water."
Candidate for Employment (to foreman)You want a character from my last employer?
Why, he has been dead these twenty years.
In a cemetery at Middlebury, 1/t., is a stone,
erected by a widow to her loving husband, bearing this inscription: "Rest in peace-until we
meet airain."
Enthusiastic Auditor (at the opera)-Didn 't
she do the aria divinely! Boarding-Ho use Miss
-Huh! You ought to hear that on our graphophone!
Mrs. Kicker-Tha t little Jones boy has such
beautiful table manners. Mrs. Bocker-Yes, his
motlier always feeds him at home before he is
invited out.

LIQUOR HIDDEN IN CLOCKS
Two shamefaced clocks with hands awry were
found to be "full as ticks" when police visited
the ho:me of Mrs. Mary Frandi in search of
liquor. Two bottles each of bad liquor were extracted from the interior of the guilty clocks.
Mrs. Frandi, of Hartford Conn., said her husband had failed to support her and in dispensing
rum she thought she was using her time to the
best advantage.
Judge Day sentenced Mrs. Frandi to "do time"
to the extent of sixty days, but suspended sentence, with a warning not to further corrupt her
once reliable clocks.

Mamma-Com e now, Harry, it's past your
time to get up! Harry-Neve r mind, mamma.
I'll just stay in bed till my time comes round
·
______
again.

MAKES WALL
X-RAY DEVICE
TRANSPAR ENT
New X-ray machines by mean s of which one
may look through walls and floors as easily as ~
Physician or dentist now examines subcutaneous

Little Bella-Mr. Squire, do drink your tea.
I am awfully anxious to see you drink. Mr.
Squire-Wha t makes you so anxious, dear?
Little Bella-"Oh, ma said you drink like a
fish."

NEW

She-I see an average of 800 persons are killed
in the United States --by lightning. He-then,
dear, that •should be a warning to you not to
make yourself too attractive.
It is claimed that printers are peculiarly liable
to consumption,· and those who _doubt this should
take a day off and watch the squad around Newspaper Row at lunch time any weekday.

'I

;

J

~!

•

"What would I do if I lost my.job?'·'
W
HAT would you do? What would your
wife and children do?

Suppose your employer notified you tomorrow that he didn't need you any longer?
Have you any idea where you could get an! other position?
You wouldn't have to worry if ' you were
a trained man. You wouldn't ·have to spend
your mornings reading the "Want Ads" and
then trudging from place to. place, meeting
rebuffs and discouragements; piling up bills,
finally willing "to do anything'' if only you
cor1ld get on somebody's payroll.
Don't have this spectre of unemployment
hanging over yolfr head forever. Train yourself to do some one thing so well that your
services will be in demana. Employers don't
discharge such men. They' promote them !
I

D ecide to-day that you are . going to get the specialized training you must have if you a re ever
going to get a real job and a real salary. It is easy
if you really try.

you just as they are training thousands of other
men-no matter where you live-no matter what
your circumstances.
·
At least £nd out how, by marking and mailing
the coupon printed below, There's no cost or
obligation, ·and it takes only a moment of your time,
but it may be the means of changing your whole life;.

___ Mai! the Coupon To-day!_ - _
INTERNATI.ONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box• -4497-C, Scranton. Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please tell me how I can qualify for
the pos it ion or in the subj ect be/ or e whicµ I !Jave marked an X :
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OStenogra.pby and Typlnl'
Rank lng and Banking La.w
Business E nglish
f:jAccountancy ( Including C.P .A. ) 0 Civil Service
tj Nicb.olson Cost A.ccount inc:
~Rallway .Mail Clerk

•
••
•

§
8

• :~°:a~:e~~~~etary
• Spanish
D French

§

~~~ns~h~ r ~ ~b~~~t: cts

Illustrati ng
D Cartoonlnl:
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

Electrical Engineering
E lectric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
D R ailroad Positions
Gas Engi ne Ooera.tlng
Civil Engineer
Surveying and ?dappln,c
Metall urgy
Eria-ineerlng

8

•

8B:~'iii::'

'

BArchitects'
Architect
Blue P rints
D ContractQr and Builder
BConcr
Architeetliral Dra ttswan
ete B ullder

D Structur al Engineer
O Chem1strl• O.PharinacJ
B Automobile \ Vork
Airplane Engines
B Navigation
D
Poul tr1
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Name ................•••••••••••• ' ........................ ...............................................
Street
3 -6·.a• •
Addri:,ss ... ........................... ,' ...................... .. ................................ ........ .

Right at home, in the odds and ends ~f spare time
that now go to waste, you· can prepare for the
position you want in the w ork you like best. For
·t1t.c International Correspondence Scho_ols will train

Ctty .. ....... .............. ............................St&te ......... ... ................... ...... ...•
1

Occ upation ...... .. ....... . ,...... ....
.
... ... ...... . ..
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800 READY TO
ADOPT
BUFFALOES

R'ADIO
X•TubeSet
Rush your name and address and learn how you can
act a Guaranteed one tube vacuum set Complete
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Write today for Free Radio Plan

RIDABLE SALES CO., DEPT

312

434 BROADWAY. N. Y. C.

iH ·ROW
YOUR
Under the table, into a
Trunk, down Cellar or
- anywhere. Our lessons
in
V.ENTBILOQUIS.M
teaches you. With our

VENTRILO

(fits in the mouth and
cannot be seen) you
imitate Birds, Animals, etc. without
0

~i~~~urt a':;d ~ ; · of

JOB.ES by mail for 10- . .,..,,i<.:-.'-"n
Universal Dist.
..I!:~-~

---==-=B_o.c.:xc;._cl~O, _ Stamto5,l,_ Ct.

Simply make five
first names of boys or
&irls-any names-out
of the letters in "Great
La>kes Me rchandi.se Com-

ta~':fi~ !~i ;t6f,,f;~~!~!1:S1~

of "company"= GRAC!t. Here are all
the letters to be used

8REAT LAKES -MERCHANDISE COMPANY
- MorethanS0namescan be made. You need
only~. Then • end name• and addre• seo of
eiaht air!• you know, four in your neli!'hborhood and four in other towns. On receipt of
same we will mail you an Imported Bead
Necklace• .
We will also explain an easy way to secure
a beautiful 6 jewel Wrist \Vatch, white aold
filled cue, cuaranteed 25 years, or 1renuine
Manchurian L:rnx Scarf, Foldina Camera
37piece aolddecoratedDinnerSet,beautiful
electric table lamp, 32 piece Roaer• Nickel
Silver Set, and other valuable articles-

WITHOUT COST TO YOU.
·
Everyone sendln&'ln 8 names and
addresses of their friends will receive
necklace. Otrer closes 10th
of next month. Solvepuzzle
and writeatonce. Hurry!

GREAT lAKES MDSE.CO.
340 W eat Huron St..
Chicaao, Dlinoi•
Deak 1144

Requests
for
buffaloes
are
pouring into the
Interior Department -so fast that
if all applications
10hould be granted
there would be
nothing left of
the herd of nearly 800 in Yellowstone
National
Park.
The
applications follow announcement tha,t
some of the arumals will }?e givEan away because
the herd had outgrown' its pasture. ·Some children asked for
"little ones for
pets." A Sterling, Col., man 01·dered two carloads.
Another
applicant sought
a couple "gentle
enough to hitch
to
the · front
yard." A Georgian wanted one
for a birthday
present for his.
daughter.
The Associated
Press, which sent
the
announcement over the
country, received
a letter from a
man in Iowa saying:
"I would like
one of these buffaloes you are
giving
away.
What and how
old ones do you
send?"
D i s t r ibution
will begin next,
month.
Preference will be given to municipal
zoos, many o:f
which have applied for a few
animals to start
herds,
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Former Emperor
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EARN XMAS MONEY
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Write tor GO Sets St. Nicholas Christmas
gold marks since
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Jan. 1, 1924, with
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Prussian Minister of Finance to
issue a statement
of the temporar y
settlemen ts.
Up to May,
1920, Prussia had
turned over to
the former Emperor 32,000,000
marks to enable .
him to set up his
domicile in Holland.
Prussia
purchased from
him a plot in the
heart of Berlin
F ree tor Rupture
on
which
the
present
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AGENTS, lllc Proftts l llraided Rues all the rare. l:lell
dlrect, one-balf store price&! Quick. retunis. '.rre-

GET A SWEETHEART . .isxcllaugo letters. Write me
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Violet lla¥, l)e1)wson, Ohio.
JU.Udous demand. Alpern Bros., 4i8Z Summer. Cbe)sea.
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WEALTHY MEMBERS want lo marry,
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No HUNDREDS!
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Money or .Exverlence Necesaa.ry.
Write TODAY !or
1lart1cu lars.
Costa nothin& to lnnstlp.te.
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have a sweetheart for you. EI.·
Products Co., 2077 American Bldg., Cinc1nnat1. 0.
ch&n1e lettera ; make new friends. Efficient, contlden•
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buntlred• rich;
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_way. New York.
other tee. Sent sea.led. Box 2265 R, Boston, Mass.
MARRY-Partic ulars for stamp. F. Morrison, 8-3053
HELP WANTED
W. Holden Street, Seattle, \Vash.
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wealthy mernben. Plly when married. New Plan
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Co.• Dept. 36, Kansa• City, Mo.
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EARN $110 to $250 monthly. eXJ)enees paid as Railway MARRY-MARR IAGE DIRECTORY with photos ontl
desc.rJpt1ons free. Pay when married. The Excbu1&e.
Traffic Inspector. Poeltlon cuaranteed after completion or 3 months home study course or money refunded, Dept. 545. Kansaa City, Mo.
Jt~cellent opl)Ortunitles. \Vrlte tor Free Booklet. CM.· MARRY-\Vrite tor btc new directory wit.h photos and
_1 01 Stand, Business Tta.inlnc Inst., Dutra.lo. N. Y.
descrlpUona.
}'ree.
National Acency, Dept,
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DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE . Work home 4606. ~tR. E, Kanaas City, Mo.
or tranl. experience unnecessary. Write GeorS!:e B. SWEETHEART S' Correspondence ~lub.
Stamped
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proposal. LUU an Sproul, Station
SILVERING Mirrors. ~'rencb plate. Ea•lly learned: lrn•
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Plans free.
\Vear Mirror Worka. MARRY-\VEA LTHY youn& lady, pretty, wants honor.-:i:eelslor Springe, Mo.
able husband .
ET& B ~l022.
\Vlchlta,
Kansas.
LONELY HEARTS. Join our club; we hue a romHELP WANTED -FEMALE
panjoo for you, many worth l'rom $5.000 to $50.000
EARN MONEY WEEKLY, spare time, home &ddre81lns:, .most 1UOCM1"1l home m&ker, delCT11>Uon aud vhotofJ
free. Standll'U ::"'>tr. Club. Grayslake. Ill.
malllnr. Music circulars.
&nd IOc for music.
Information. New Enrland Music Co.. 118 Asylum St., LON ESOfll.il J'l.n,t your aweetbeart.
Vut memberablp, ool.itft.....tl«l. no embarrassment. Bertb11 Franz
'f-4, Butrord, Coon.
949 Montan. J>t.. Clllcaro.
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TC B~CCO HABIT

1
TOBACCO or •nut: llablt cured or no pay.

B:i'tt::;,e, BJ!f.«-:tJ

MANUSCR IPTS WANTED
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc., are wanted for pabll•
cation. Submit MSS. or write IJterary Bureau, 615
lfarinlbal, 1tfo.

, uWl'UNE, ltomance! Correspond with your

,!t•nl.

l"or pttrtlculars address:

NATIONAL LETTER CLUB,
Jlox 355, Los Antreles, Callf.

·Py orr hea
Can Be Stopped la UBoun
It you su!!er from Pyorrhea, sore and
spongy gums, loose teeth or other
mouth irritations, I want to send you
my simple home treatment under plain
wrapper. It stops Pyorrhea ln lta
worst form, and Is curing thousands
after everything else !ailed. Simply
send name for generous 10 day tree
trial otter of my · secret home treatment. Address King Laboratorie s,
221

Gateway Sta.,, Ka.nsa.e ;City,

llQ.

WRITE

music.

THE

IWlt

on

trial.

$1.00 If
Superba Co.. PC .•

SONGWR ITERS
WORDS

FOR

A

SONG-We com]>Oae

Submit your POems to us at once. New York
Melody Corporation. 405 J . Romax lUdJ., .New ror&.

PlM PL_ ES
CAN BE CURED. If you auffer from plm•
pies, acne, blackheads, brown spots or erup-tlons I want to send you my slm1,le home
treatment under plain wrapper. It gave 1ne a
soft, velvety, smooth and radiant complexion,
and c·ured thousands of meJl and women,
after everything else failed.
Simply send
name for generous IO-day free trial ofrer of

my secret home treatment.
W. H. WARREN,

1>22 Gray Bide., Kansas City, Mo.

$ - - - O L D MONEY WANTE D---$

$2 to $500 EACH paid tor hundreds of .,Id
coins. Keep ALL Old or odd money, It may
be VERY valuable. Send 10 cts. for ILLUSTRATED COIN VALUE BOOK, 4x6. Get
Posted. We pay CASH.
'
CLARKE COIN CO., Ave 18, LeRoy, N , Y.

;emoved Without Operatioa
ANY reader of thiapaperauf fer•
int from Goitre ( bi& neck), can &et
free Information t~llinthow to &el rid of
it al homewithon t operatlon,dante r
or discomfort by writint Dr. Rock,
!he emln~t Goitre Specialist, Box lf.~;...dl!:;..:::...4
737.~p~ ii53 Milwaukee,Wls, Dr.Rockbastre atedover
100,000 cases and In nearly every civilized country on
. earth, Goitre sufferers shonld write for bis free book
aud posltln proofs from all parts of the world, •

FREE ~::~~::
S..Ulatron • lze,O.nobM Seal Leatha coyer Footba11 with •t.am cur••
rubt>.r Bladder Frff for MlllD&' 2'
Packet. Perfumed Bachet at 10c
eecb.Eu7toeell. Wrttetod • J'. Send
no Money. Got :,our 1'~ootball with•
ootCCHJt.

n•Al'lnff aollo••

AsfHMA...--·-·

n&SST&l.lL.1!1 'C11-,

Wr~~ltaet.it:
-..,.!.v."'nu.~:1:
u ·,

ICIM£S MFG, CO.

Dept. 671.

ATTUBORO, MASS.

1

LOST ROYAL
TREASUR E
DISCOVE RED

Early last year
the archives of
King Nicholas of
Montenegr o and
some
valuables,
mostly
foreign
orders, were ac.::identally discovered at Cettinje,
but
it
was
thought that the
majority of the
beautiful
gold
and , silver plate
-with which the
little palace had
been-for a king-dom tiny and far
from rich.--abun dantly supplied,
must have been
taken by the enemy.
An official of
the Ministry of
Finance, h ow ever, who has recently been in l.agrel;> on temporar_y duty, happen•
ed while there to
ask for a room in
a G o v e r n ment
building which he
could u se as an
office.
He was
told that the only
r o o m available
was being used as
a storeroom and,
hearing that the
packing c a s e s
with which it was
filled were the
property of the
late King Nicholas, he was interested and began ·
to examine them.
It was soon discovered that they
were full of the
missing treasure,
c o n s i s ti n g of
large quantities
of gold and silver
vessels of every
description . The
plate is valued at
many milliona of
dollars and b<1comes, of course,
Govern ment
property.

..J j,

I
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Fing er Prin t Outfit

I am making this wonderful o!l'er to those who enroll right now to learn this fascinating, big-paying profession. .lust think! I will give you a fine profession al J<'lnger Print Outfit absolutely FREE of
charge. The outfit s exactly like the one I use myself. It is just what you will use when you are a
F inger Print Exp1:rt. Hurry! Take advantage of this special otrer before it Is withdrawn.

Work on Real Cases

ETery month I'll send you "the dope" on a Jot of wanted mrn for whom rewards are posted. I'll
give yon tlwlr photographs. flnJ?er prints, Bertillon descriptions and Reward Otrers. You build ui,
7our own Bureau of wanted criminals. It's practical work. It's great.

Learn At Home!
30 Minutes a Day·
Study this interesting worl, at home In your spare
moments. Half an hour a dny will be enouith. In
a few mon ths. vou "'!II be an exprrt, capable or
handling :i high· snlari,•d position. :\ly counw will
,tlve you just thr training you need. Share In the
many big rewards this profession oll'Pi·s you. Start
:Now to take advantage of this opportunity,

Big Salaries -.
Rich Rewards

The nntion wide demand for finger print exr,erts
Is incrN1~ing <'ver.v day. The successful, h gbly
paid S(•<·ret SPrvi ce men and Detectives are the
ones who nre trniurd In the Finger Print Profession. It .vou ran read or write English, you can
acquire thi s training In a few months. You nePd
no previous experience and some or our most successful graduates have had only a common school
ed ucation.

Wri te -::.:::~:::::-::::-::.98

and Find Out About This Offer
Send for complrte Information about this unusual
opportunity. Besides the free outfit. I will give
you- absolutely FHEE a Course ln Secret !;'ervlce
lntelllgence, so you will be thoroughly equipped _to
handle any branch of the work. There are b1gpaying, lnterestln!! jo~• waiting for the trained
Finger Print Expert. The sooner you start, the
bigger your chance for reward.
Fill out tbe
coupon right away. Send It ·.rODAY.

U.S. School of Finger Prints
7003 N. Clarll St., Room 10-98 Chicago, Ill,

r
I
i

7003 N. Clark St,. Chicaio, Ill.
Without nny obligation whatsoever, please send
me full information about your Free Finger Print
Outfit. Also tell me bow l can become a Finger
Print Expert.

Name......• . .•••••. • •• • ••... Age • •••. ......•
Address., ••••••••• , •• •• ~ • . • •..• • • • _ • . •••.••

City, .• , •• , • • , •••• • •••••••.. State . ..... ..... -..
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-HERE AND THERE

PYTHONS SOLD BY THE YARD
When shows and museums find •it necessary to
replenish their stocks of pythons and boas, they
usually have to bu~ them by the yard, according
to P-opular Mechanics. New York forms the center of the snake-import ing industry in America
and each year men go from there to Africa, India, Sumatra and South America, returning in
the spring with hund1·eds of the big reptiles. A
seven-foot python can be had for about $20, according to snake dealers, while a length of 25
feet-found in the regal specimens from Sumatra-runs the price up to $600 or $700. Boas
come smaller. Sixteen feet is said to be the maximum at an age of eight or ten years. In price
these also start at about $20 and run as high as
$200.
OF FROGS STOP MOTOR
TRAFFIC
Returning from Salisbury after a hard rain,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Brown of Delmar, Del.,
had rather an unusual experience and one that
has caused much comment and many different
theories.
Near Leonard's Mill, probably a mile from
the town, Mr. and ·Mrs. Brown noticed that the
highway seemed a moving mass of tiny dark obje_cts through . which they were unable to pass
without crushing them, so they left their machine to investigate and found the road a mass
of frogs, great and small. Brown says there were
thousands in the distance of a mile.
No one knows where they came from, unless
according to tradition, it "rained" frogs. Many
other travelers stopped to look at the curious
ight.

tourist camp, are r ejoicing t hat they still have
their baby girl, Maxine, thanks to the a lmost human intelligence of Big Jack, a huge bulldog, belonging to Arthur Darling, a Santa Fe em·
ployee.
While the father was downtown the child wandered near a lake, where she made friends with
the dog. In some manner the child fell into the
water, which is several feet deep. Cries were
heard by the mother, but she was unable to reach
the baby. She then ran about the park for help,
finally attracting the attention of other tourists.
When the tourists arrived they found Big Jack
had .plunged into the water and dragged the child
out onto the shore and was standing by, refu sing
to allow any one except the mother to touch her.
The rescue party would have been too late to save
the child from drow~ing.

THOUSAND S

PLANS 50,000-MILE TRIP IN 35-FOOT BOAT
Capt. Thomas Drake of Victoria, B. C., is about
to sta1·t a crui se which should break all previous
•·ecords for small boat voyages. He expects to
t ravel well oyer 50,000 f!1ile~ in his little thirtyfi ve-foot cruiser, the Pilgrim. On a previous
round-the-wo rld cruise he covered 37,000 miles
:md he figures that 50,000 ill not be too much
for hi s next voyage.
The Pilgrim will cross into the Atlantic by way
of the Horn and up the east coast of South
America. From there she will cross the Atlantic
~o the skipper may stay for a while at hi s old
'10m~ in Kent. From there she will go to the
Mediterranea n, which the captain is anxious to
look over at lei sure. The Pilgrim will return by
way of the Suez Canal.
But adventure will be nothing new for Captain
nrake. On his previous 37,000-mile cruise, Jastng fro~ 1915 to 1919, his experiences varied
from shipwreck to arrest as a Mexican rebel and
a German spy.
HIS PLAYMATE IS SAVED BY DOG
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Johnson of Los An~eles, who spent the day recently in the Newton

LOOK, BOYS!

TRAP l:ZEE
The Acrobati c Wonder Toy
ALMOST HUMAN IN ITS
.ACTIONS!

It consists of a handsome parallel
iron frame on which the little yellow
man accurately performs like an athlete.
Five Different Stunts THE FLYING TRAPEZE - Release the
trigger-pin and I the- figure swings Torward, gripping the brass trapeze-bar
turns a somersault in the air and catche;
a cross-bar by his heels.
THROUGH . THE LOOP - A swift swing
and he goes through a wire loop makes
a turn and, catching by his heels; swings
head downward from a bar.
THE. GIANT SWING - He goes forward
with a rush, releases the trapeze catc,1e~
a horizontal-ba r with his heel; make~
two swift somersaults in the 'air and
catches by his heels again.
He performs two more horizon tal-bar
acts with the grace and agility of a cn·cus star, and many new ones can be rnvented.
The Most Wonderful Toy in
the World!

PRICE

$1.00

The collapsible stand and the little manikin are neatly packed in a handsome box
Delivered anywhere in the United States ~~
receipt of price. Address
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
166 W. 23d St., New York City, N. Y.
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